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ABSTRACT

BI-NATIONAL CORPS OF NATO'S MAIN DEFENSE FORCES IN CENTRAL
EUROPE: CREATING INTEROPERABILITY, by Major Koen Gijsbers, RNLA, 173
pages.

This study investigates the problems that might occur, when combining units of
two nations in bi-national corps. The study focuses on three new corps of NATO's
Main Defense Forces: a U.S.-led U.S.-German corps, a German-led German-U.S.
corps and an integrated German-Dutch corps. To ascertain the challenges of these
new units, the study analyses the new operational environment in Central-Europe, the
force development of the units involved and the plans for the bi-national corps.
Furthermore, the study evaluates the capabilities of national divisions and the bi-
national corps.

Creating the combined corps is not only a feasible concept, it is an essential
concept for the future. The concept is a strong trigger to create better interoperability,
essential for combined operations in any future contingency. The most critical areas of
concern are differences in the concept of fighting with and structuring the corps, and
conceptual and doctrinal differences conceming combat support, and combat services
support. Combined training, a challenge of itself, will bring a solution for most of the
problems.
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PREFACE

The purpose of this thesis is to identify the challenges of interoperability, when

combining German, US and Netherlands forces in three bi-national corps. The study

tries to identify general trends, commonalities, and differences. My working experience

in long term planning at the Dutch Army Staff has influenced this broad perspective.

Combined operations are a very sensitive matter. One of my conclusions is,

that there is no good or bad, no right or wrong in combined operations. Different

countries do things differently, and this might, or might not, cause interoperability

problems. The study discusses the operational point of view; it does not try to incorpo-

rate more political-military factors. This will influence the value of some recommenda-

tions. However, in my opinion, they are militarily sound.

This thesis represents a different perspective to combining the corps. Writing

this thesis gave me the opportunity to combine my knowledge about the Netherlands

and German army gained during my study at the Royal Netherlands General Staff

College and during my jobs in the 1.(NL)Corps and in the Dutch Army Staff with the

knowledge acquired here at the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College. This

thesis portrays, however, only one way of looking at the problem. Hopefully, some of

my ideas will trigger staff officers and planners to identify more creative solutions for

the hugh task of creating interoperability.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Historically, the problems of interoperability have been solved--when they have
been solved at all--primarily through trial and error during the actual conduct of
operations over an extended period of time. This is a costly process, in terms of
men, material, and time; these may be lacking in future wars.'

John Hixson and Benjamin Cooling

A Chanaina NATO...

The Summit of Heads of State and Government in Rome, November 1992,

was the culminating step toward the adjustment of NATO to the new political-military

environment. The Alliance made its first steps in a new direction; however, during the

London Summit of July 1991. The London Declaration on a Transformed North Atlantic

Alliance 2, a product of this summit, established the fundamental direction for the new

NATO strategy and force structure.

The London Declaration was a reaction to developments in Europe that,

despite all uncertainties, seemed irreversible.3 To respond to these developments,

initiatives by the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), and

progress in the Conventional Armed Forces (CFE) process, NATO indicated that it

would change its strategy and force structure fundamentally. The changes would

include smaller and restructured active forces that would rely increasingly on multi-

national corps made up of national units. 4

In 16 months, NATO built a strategic concept to address better the new

security environment.' The Heads of State and Government approved the Alliance's

New Strategic Concept at the Rome Summit of November 1992.6 The new strategic

concept includes a strengthening of the political role in crisis management. Accor-

dingly, it will achieve prevention of war, not only by deterrence, but by a combination of
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dialogue, co-operative structures, and military deterrence. 7 Deterrence will be provided

by a transparent and verifiable force structure that protects peace, defuses crises, and

provides for defense in war. The forces will be capable of several missions, including

peace-keeping and humanitarian assistance. The force structure will comprise three

categories of forces. As stated in the new strategic concept, OThe conventional forces

of the Allies will include, in addition to immediate and rapid reaction forces, main

defense forces, ... ; and augmentation forces."a The new concept further underlines

the need for multi-national forces, as stated:

... collective defence arrangements will rely increasingly on multi-national
forces, complementing national commitments to NATO. Multi-national forces
demonstrate the Alliance's resolve to maintain a credible collective defence;
enhance Alliance cohesion: reinforce the transatlantic partnership and strength-
en the European pillar. Multi-national forces... reinforce solidarity. They can
also provide a way of deploying more capable formations than might be
available purely nationally, thus helping to make more efficient use of scarce
defence resources. '

This thesis will focus on bi-national corps of the Main Defense Forces (MDF).

The MDF will remain the bulk of the forces in the Central Region. Building these multi-

national forces will be a challenge for all participants.

The Main Body of NATO Forces: Main Defense Forces

The principle role of Main Defense Forces (MDF) in peace is to provide an

adequate core of forces with which to build necessary warfighting capability. They

contribute to the strategy of deterrence and the protection of the peace. During crisis,

the Main Defense Forces, that have a peacetime strength of about 50%, contribute to

overall deterrence by increasing their preparedness and building up the warfighting

capability in a politically controlled manner. If the situation deteriorates into a conflict,

the primary role of the regional Main Defence Forces will be to counter aggression and

restore the integrity and security of the NATO territories. 10

The final structure of the Main Defense Forces in Central Europe will not

solidify for some time.11 By mid 1993, the MDF are expected to consist of four corps

2



under the command of the new NATO subordinate Commander, Land Forces Central

Europe (LANDCENT).12 A probable organization might be as follows.

* One German-Dutch corps comprising one Netherlands and two German divi-

sions."3

* One U.S.-led corps with one U.S. division, one German division and possibly

one Canadian brigade.

* One German-led corps with one U.S. and two German divisions.

* The existing LANDJUT (Allied Land Forces, Jutland) Corps with one German

and one Danish division.14

This thesis will concentrate on the German-led, the U.S.-led and the Ger-

man/Netherlands corps. It will not deal with the LANDJUT Corps. This Corps is

excluded because it has already proven to be an effective corps. Furthermore, the

LANDJUT Corps is not new. It has been part of the NATO force structure since 1962.

However, the experience of the Corps is a valuable tool in any examination of the

potential effectiveness of the other proposed bi-national corps.

"The Forces Will Rely Increasingly on Multi-national Units. .... .f

A MDF structure comprising several multi-national corps has a political

background, as evident in the new strategy. Multi-nationality at any organizational level

creates additional interoperability problems for the military. As Colonel Roy Wilde

(Royal Army U.K.) states, "No military commander given a choice free from external in-

fluences between the operational effectiveness of a national and a multi-national force,

would easily choose the latter."'6 While the initiative for multi-nationality is primarily

political, the concept has major military significance. However, not all the impact os

disadvantageous.

First, multi-national forces provide a better deterrent against a potential

adversary; cohesion in the Alliance will multiply sole military capability. Second, in the

long term multi-nationality will benefit the military itself, because it results in a syner-

gistic effect uniting diverse, but complementary capabilities of the forces of several

3



nations. Third, NATO based its new military strategy on reduced force levels with many

units held at lower states of readiness. This concept requires the combined pooling

and strategically orchestrated employment of otherwise insufficient national forces and

capabilities. As a result, some, and not only smaller nations --think about Belgium, but

also the United Kingdom- can retain higher levels of command structure through multi-

nationality.17

Inspector of the German Army Hansen is clear about the usefulness of the

concept, stating, "the arguments [advocating multi-national units] convince, even when

increasing multi-nationality results in more efforts to achieve the same tactical-opera-

tional effectiveness, than in purely national formations.'"

A Feasible Concept...?

As we have seen above, the idea of multi-nationality is mainly politically

driven. It will probably enhance interoperability, and, as a result, military capabilities in

the long term, as nations are forced to work together more closely. The question

remains open how multi-nationality influences the operational effectiveness of the units

in the near term.

The operational effectiveness of multi-national forces will depend heavily on

the levels of standardization achieved in doctrine, procedures and equipment. Interope-

rability between the units and systems of the MDF is considered the minimum level of

standardization.'9 The standardization of equipment in NATO is low. Insiders know

that all countries ai . part of NATO, yet there are cultural and, accordingly, doctrinal

differences between the German, U.S., and Netherlands armies.

This study will attempt to determine, to what degree the assignment of

national forces to the bi-national corps of NATO's Main Defense Forces in Central

Europe will create a problem for interoperability. Since a simple myes" or "no" to this

primary research question would satisfy neither the author nor the reader, it will also

determine the conditions under which the units will be interoperable. If some new
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structures would not permit this circumstance, it will focus on recommendations to how

these conditions can be met.

Definitions.

The Glossary will explain uncommon terms, used in this thesis. We will state

the next three definitions up front, because they are essential to understand the

fundamentals of the study.

Combined operation - An operation conducted by forces of two or more allied nations

acting together for the accomplishment of a single mission.=2

Interoperability - The ability of systems, units or forces to provide services to and

accept services from other systems, units or forces and to use the exchanged services

to enable them to operate effectively together.21

Limitations.

The study will concentrate on the operational aspects of the bi-national corps.

Cc:-sequently, it distinguishes political considerations as part of the environment and

as given facts. These considerations will have influence on the analysis of the study,

but can't be influenced through this thesis.

The study is based only on non-classified sources. As a result, it will be easier

to get access to the sources. This is important with the imposed time frame. Simulta-

neously, more readers can have access to this study.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

There is but one thing more difficult than fighting a war with allies-this is to
fight a war without them.'

MG Orlando Ward

A Balance of Thouaht...

A principle of combined operations is to recognize, understand, and respect

the ideas of soldiers of different nations involved. Therefore, this thesis should be

based on a balance of German, U.S. and Dutch thought and, as a result, on a balance

of literature from the three countries. Therefore, the core of the thesis, the analysis, will

be based on an equitable balance of literature. Most literature concerning the theory of

combined operations and coalition warfare does, unfortunately, not support this

balance of thought, because it is of U.S. origin. This has a historical reason. The U.S.

has fought many battles in a combined environment during and since World War I1.

Operation Desert Storm is a prime example; VII(US)Corps fought with 1 (UK)Division

under tactical control and XVIII(US)Corps conducted operations with a French Division

in its order of battle. Besides, land forces of fourteen other nations contributed to the

coalition.2

German forces gained much experience in coalition warfare during the Second

World War, especially at the Eastern Front. However, German sources do not cover

many lessons learned. After the war, the Germans gained no more experience in

combined warfare. However, they attained profound peacetime experience within the

NATO coalition, especially with the German-Danish LANDJUT Corps and with the 12.

Panzer Division that trained during exercises under control of VII(US)Corps. The study
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will survey these examples, even though, in the analysis of this study. The lessons

learned from these experiences will help to determine specific criteria for success of bi-

national corps operations in the NATO environment. Like the Germans, the Dutch, post

World War II, have gained only peacetime alliance experience at corps level, that will

be dealt with later in this study.

Combined Operations/Coalition Warfare Doctrine

Like literature, the German and Dutch doctrinal manuals give little information

about combined warfare. The German army does not have a specific doctrinal

handbook for combined operations. Army Regulation HDv 100/100 VS-NfD TroD-

Denf0hruna (Command and Control of Armed Forces)3 is very brief about the subject,

only stating:

Armed forces of different nationalities, speaking different languages, and having
different mentalities cooperate within the Alliance [NA TO]; their command and
control principles, organization, equipment and training also vary often.
Therefore, the effectiveness of joint sicL] action depends on the degree of
cooperation achieved and the ability of the allies to adapt to each other's
peculiarities. Responsibilities must be clearly defined, and close liaison must be
maintained. Standardization of command and control procedures, weapons and
equipment facilitates cooperation.4

In the Dutch VS 2-1386, Gevechtshandleidinq (Field Manual Operations),5 one

paragraph deals with intemational cooperation:

Allied coalition warfare demands of the Dutch forces the capability to be able to
cooperate with allied units of different nationalities. Therefore, the manual is
consonant with NATO Allied Tactical Publication (A TP) 35(A), Land Forces
Tactical Doctrine.6

The field manual does not give any further specific guidelines how to conduct com-

bined operations.

Unfortunately, the NATO manual, ATP 35(A), does not mention specific ideas

either. The only sentence found, states, "Successful military operations require

cooperation between .... allied forces and nations."7 The document itself is ?.n

instrument of standardization. NATO developed the ATP to ensure common under-

standing and approach of the principles of land combat and the application of them in
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tactical operations at brigade level and higher. The analysis of this study will try to

determine whether this instrument resulted in effective, interoperable doctrine; whether

the land forces of the three countries of the Alliance possess a common understanding

of the principles of land combat; and whether they apply common doctrine in tactical

operations.

Opposed to the little Information in German and Dutch field manuals, much

information about combined operations is available from U.S. publications, such as FM

100-5 Operations (1986)8 and JCS PUB 3-0 Doctrine for Unified and Joint Opera-

tions,. Under the remark, that the nature of recent conflict indicates that the U.S. will

continue to pursue its objectives through coalition and alliance arrangements in future,

the new FM 100-5 Operations (final draft/1993)10 has a full chapter about combined

operations. In addition, Commander Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC)

prepares a complete field manual about combined operations, FM 100-8 Combined

Army Operations."

The JCS-PU9 3-0, Doctrine for Unified and Joint Operations provides U.S.

Commanders in Chief (CINC) guidance to serve as a combined commander, conduct-

ing combined operations. In our case, the document is a guide for CINC U.S. Forces in

Europe (CINCEUR); however, it is not a NATO document. The document gives general

guidance at the CINC level. As a result, it lacks real value for corps operations.

However, it emphasizes the need for consensus on the threat, for a clearly defined

chain of command, and for a responsive command and control structure.

The new FM 100-5, Operations (1993), boosted by the lessons learned from

Operation DESERT SHIELD/STORM, distinguishes principles for and gives guidelines

on how to conduct combined operations. These principles and guidelines will be an

integral component to U.S. doctrine for the nineties and beyond. Accordingly, they will

have impact on the operations of the U.S.-led, and German-led corps at least.

FM 100-5: Principles of combined operations. The successful commander considers

the following factors in forming and sustaining the combined force.

8



Goals and obiectives. Nations will differ in rationale for entering an alliance. As

a result, commanders of different ( -untries and their forces will have a different

perception of the goals and objectives of the combined unit. Maintaining cohesion and

unity of effort requires the leaders' understanding of this different perception.

Military doctrine and training. As a result of different vital interests and culture,

each nation's military will have different doctrine. Resultant training, equipment and

technologies will vary. A combined commander and staff should be exercised in

selecting national units for particular missions.

Equipment. Limitations of equipment could restrict employment options for

various allies, and could reduce planning flexibility. Planners should determine the

capabilities and not exceed these limitations.

Cultural differences. Each partner possesses a unique cultural identity. Nations

with similar cultures will have fewer obstacles to interoperability. Differences in work

ethic, standards of living, religion and discipline affect a nation's way of war. Planners

must be aware of and sensitive to these differences in planning and conducting

operations.

Lan-guage. Due to difference in languages, there normally will be high inform-

ation losses. Different languages not only encompass the spoken or written language.

Acronyms, symbols, and definitions of technical terms could also cause comprehension

problems. Therefore, language is a tremendous limitation to combined operations, and

it constrains all activities including the degree and level to which staffs and units can

be integrated.

Role of personalities. Nations build alliances on mutual trust, understanding

and reliance. To maintain this, the capabilities and personalities of commanders are

vital. Personalities involved in combined operations directly influence the strength of an

alliance.

9



FM 100-5, Operations. states the following guidelines to conduct combined

operations.

1. Command. Nations should provide commanders with sufficient authority to achieve

unity of effort. This authority, yet, is seldom absolute. Therefore, leadership will rely

largely on consensus. There are two possible command and control structures for a

combined force. First, if nations have similar forces, a combined headquarters may be

effective.'2 Second, a coalition/alliance of dissimilar nations could use a primary

(national) staff and an auxiliary staff to absorb, translate and relay executable instruc-

tions to the minority of foreign force. This structure has been use effectively in

Operation DESERT SHIELD/STORM to coordinate Islamic and Non-Islamic effort.

NATO forces are considered similar.

2. Intelligence. The collection, production and dissemination of intelligence is a major

challenge in the conduct of combined operations. Normally, allied partners operate

separate intelligence systems in support of their policy and military forces.' 3 A

commander of a combined force should rapidly establish a system that maximizes

each nation's contribution and provides all units essentially the same quality intelli-

gence the lead-nation's commanders expect.

3. Maneuver. To achieve strategic and operational aims best, plans should reflect the

special capabilities of each national contingent in the assignment of missions. Role

specialization could be a tool to overcome differences in doctrine, training or equip-

ment. Liaison, equipment exchanges, and training can offset some of these problems.

Detailed planning with emphasis on rehearsals and careful wargaming should precede

operations. Briefbacks become especially important to ensure understanding. The

commander's intent and the concept of the operation also should receive special

attention.

4. Fires. The focus of fire support at operational and tactical levels is on the synchro-

nization of the full range of fires provided by all friendly forces. Ad hoc procedures

should be developed, though these measures may be routine in an alliance.
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5. Logistics. Combined logistics is a major challenge that has historically been a purely

national responsibility. At times this may not be the preferred method. On the other

hand, attempts to vary from this approach raise other problems.14 Nonetheless, allied

force commanders must coordinate the use of infrastructure, host nation support, and

prevent duplication of common supply functions. To reach significant economy of force,

alliance partners should make provisions for resupply, maintenance, or other support

operations, when partners use similar equipment. Combined commanders should at

least form a combined logistics staff, and if feasible, a single combined supply agency.

6. Uaison. The importance of effective liaison to combined operations cannot be

overstated. Liaison fosters understanding of assigned missions, promotes an under-

standing of tactics, facilitates transfer of vital information, and enhances mutual trust

and confidence.

In conclusion, the new FM 100-5 states, that coalitions and alliances should

pursue standardized procedures, equipment, and doctrine as time and national

capability permit. The use of liaison, mobile training teams, development of standard

agreements, and the exposure and ultimate integration of staffs promote this and

enhances the ability of forces from different nations to fight along side each other.

Recognition of the importance of combined operations is a major step to solve

interoperability problems. Sometimes, the conclusions of FM 100-5 are evident; in

others, like the logistical and intelligence part, the document goes further than recog-

nized within NATO. The question to analyze is, whether this doctrine helps the bi-nati-

onal corps to solve their interoperability problems. This thesis will deal with this

question in the analysis.

The last doctrinal manual to review is FM 100-8, Combined Army Operations

(draft).'s The manual examines U.S. Army participation in combined operation forces

throughout the operational continuum. It focuses on theater level more than on corps

level. Because the manual does not add much important for corps level operations,

exept historical examples to FM 100-5, it has little value for this thesis.
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Uterature: One Standard Work...

Besides doctrinal sources, there is not a great deal of (unclassified) literature

available concerning combined operations and coalition warfare. However, an impor-

tant available source is Combined Operations in Peace and War'6 by Hixson and

Cooling. They conducted a historical analysis of the experience of allied forces in

achieving interoperability in the 20th century. The study thoroughly examines combined

operations to discover any body of knowledge, historical trends, or principles that might

be translated into positive action to increase the cohesiveness of contemporary U.S.

and NATO force contingents. The study offers examples of combined operations with a

focus on problems experienced at the operational and tactical level. It highlights

particularly the World War II experience of various allied groupings, as well as post-war

experiences in Korea and NATO. The lessons learned chapter has, obviously, been a

main source for the writers of FM 100-5, Operations. Most of the doctrine of this

manual is in conformity with Hixson and Cooling's work.

Furthermore, the authors emphasize the role of the commander and staff, and

of liaison teams and education/training. They perceive the personalities of commander

and staff as the most important factor in the establishment of effective interoperability.

Hixson and Cooling accentuate clarity and simplicity as a major planning feature for

interoperability. Moreover, a thorough identification of interoperability problems and

scrutinized planning of solutions should help to maximize effectiveness. Next, com-

mander and staff visits, and the establishment of vertical and horizontal liaisons are

essential to minimize information loss. Last, but not least, combined training exercises,

despite the size of the units involved, are productive in terms of creating a spirit of

cooperation, increasing the awareness of personnel concemed with problems of

interoperability. Exercises involving integrated units should be structured to place

maximum strain on all parts of the force in all functional areas. Failure to do this may

conceal major problems in interoperability. This is particularly true of logistics. Differ-

ences in allied organization, doctrine, language, and terminology underscore the need

for trained liaison officers and an allied educational program. Hixson and Cooling
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conclude their work with the striking slogan, "Plan, train, organize for interoperability --

or have it anyway."17

... and Some Shorter Publications

Based upon his experience as a Theater and Army Group commander,

General Devers (U.S. Army) lists his principle major problems in combined operations

in "Major Problems Confronting a Theater Commander in Combined Operations,"

Military Review.18 He cites the personalities of senior commanders, their capabilities,

their personal and professional habits, and their ambitions as the most important areas

to influence the success of a combined operation. Furthermore, in ascending order, he

identifies lack of clarity of directives, logistical doctrine and capabilities, tactical training,

equipment and doctrine, and the use of personal influence to assure coordination as

possible shortfalls. Based upon theater experience, these ideas could apply well to the

corps level. They endorse the ideas of Hixson and Cooling and will help to serve in the

analysis of the thesis to identify the main areas of concem to focussing our work.

In "Four Pillars of Interoperability," Military Review,'9 Mullen and Higgings

conclude that successful interoperability rests upon four fundamental pillars, articulated

as general principles. The authors base their theory upon their experience in German-

American peacetime training exercises. The first pillar is training: units that intend to

fight together must train together. The second pillar is doctrine: units that intend to

fight together must understand one another's doctrine, and doctrines cannot be too dis-

similar. The third pillar is communications: units that intend to fight together must be

able to communicate with each other. This means understanding each other's languag-

es and exchanging sufficient interoperable communications equipment. The fourth pillar

is compatible structures: units that intend to fight together should have compatible,

not necessarily identical, structures. 0

In a combined effort, "The Challenges of Combined Operations," Military

Review, 2 Freeman, Hess, both Americans, and Faria, a Portuguese officer, intend to

outline the framework within which combined operations must be conducted. Further-
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more, the authors intend to identify the main areas of concern for future combined

operations. They conclude that integration of national divisions in multi-national corps

is feasible, but by no means easy. However, political importance may impose multi-

nationality at lower levels, possibly even battalions. Even then, operational planners

must make the combination work. The main areas of concern the authors identify, are

comparable with those in FM 100-5, Operations. Coping with the difference in goals,

doctrine, intelligence, language, training, equipment, logistics, cultures and sensitivities

is the real challenge of combined operations, according to Freeman, Hess and Faria.

"T hese problems [of interoperability] are never solved - they are simply managed."2

The latter suggests that the thesis should not look for solutions, commanders and

planners should accept differences in interoperability and find ways to handle them.

A Recent Focused Study...

Colonel Seitz' (U.S. Army) report, NATO's New Troops: Overcoming Obstacles

to Multi-national Ground Forces23 intends to examine the implications of NATO's

transition for the U.S. Army and NATO allies, investigating their ability to achieve the

future multi-national force structure for NATO ground forces, primarily in the Central

Region. The study reviews the political context, and then examines the challenges that

national level ground forces will face when they reshape themselves into multi-national

forces. The study does not focus on specific multi-national corps. Unfortunately, the

study is written from purely an American perspective. This violates the principles of

combined operations: respect for and clear identification and optimized use of other

nations capabilities. For example,

Another measure of maneuver depth is presence of combat multipliers, as
found in the U.S. Corps and not present in other national co.,ps. For example,
only the U.S. Corps has..., modernized heavy fire support system, .... , air
defense, engineer, and electronic warfare and intelligence units.2'

Thorough research, for example of the German or Dutch corps' organization, would

have prevented Seitz to make this statement. 26 Statements like this do not enhance

the acceptance of his research effort in an international arena.
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Conclusion

Pnor to the Gulf War and NATO's London Declaration, combined operations

were not extensively discussed in either literature or doctrine. There is only one in-

depth study available that addresses the theory of combined operations. The study of

Hixson and Cooling, Combined Operations in Peace and War, influenced most of the

doctrine and articles written since the above mentioned events. Most of the other

available literature and doctrine is of U.S. origin. This implies cautiousness, applying

this theory to the intemational arena of the MDF in the Central Region. Nevertheless,

the theory is based upon a variety of experience from different countries including

German and American forces. Furthermore, the literature is homogeneous in its theory;

only accents differ. Most of the literature identifies that combined operations at corps

level are feasible, but difficult. The areas of concern, identified in the different sources,

overlap. As a result, the literature provides a valuable tool to apply to the German-

Dutch, German-led and American-led bi-national corps, keeping in mind that some

theory might be biased. Additionally, the literature gives some good solutions concern-

ing interoperability problems. However, the discussed literature is too general to

answer the research questions of this thesis.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH DESIGN

General

The major question of this thesis is: What problem will the assignment of

national forces to b/-national corps of NATO's Main Defense Forces in Central Europe

create for interoperability?

In search of answers to this complicated problem, the analysis of the thesis

concentrates Initially on three groups of subordinate research questions:

1. What are the principles and critical factors for success of combined corps operations

in Central Europe? What are the general criteria for interoperability within NATO's Main

Defense corps?

2. What are the plans of the German, U.S. and Dutch armies concerning the three bi-

national corps?

3. Do the new plans for the different corps, match with the principles and critical factors

for success of combined operations? What are the main areas of concern?

Methodoloav

By the nature of the primary and subordinate research questions, it will be

obvious that the thesis will be based on a mainly qualitative approach. The study will

address the three groups of subordinate research questions in three separate chapters.

All three chapters contribute to the analysis of the thesis. The literature review

concluded that there is hardly any literature available, that answers the primary

research question as a whole. The literature that is available is too general in its

conclusions. Therefore, the study will discuss a frame of reference to evaluate the

plans.
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Frame of Reference

The frame (chapter IV) will consist of three elements. First, it will discuss the

environment in which the new corps will operate. From this discussion the study will

generate qualitative measures of effectiveness for corps operations in Central Europe.

It will use recent literature, mainly from German and U.S. sources, to develop this

building block. The second element of the frame will discuss the theory to structure a

bi-national corps. This element will generate criteria for evaluation of the structure of

the bi-national corps. The study evaluates examples of structuring combined opera-

tions since the beginning of World War I1. The third element is directed toward. the

internal organization of the bi-national corps. It will discuss the influence of the environ-

ment and the corps structure on the battlefield operating systems. The study will use

the lessons learned of many multi-national corps-division operations, in peace and war

to discuss how to deal with interoperability problems within a bi-national corps.

Plans

Chapter V (Plans) is the second part of the analysis. As opposed to the frame

of reference, it has a more descriptive nature. The chapter will describe the relevant

force development plans for the coming years. The chapter will have two sections. The

first section will concentrate on the national plans of the three nations concerned: the

U.S., Germany, and the Netherlands. The second section will discuss the plans for the

bi-national corps, as now negotiated between the nations. To build this part of the

analysis, the study evaluates many recent publications about the developments in the

different national armies. An important element of these sources are the recently

published force structuring plans announced by the Secretaries of Defense of Germany

and the Netherlands. For the U.S. force models, the main source used is material of

the Command and General Staff Officer Course (CGSOC). For the discussion of the

plans of the bi-national corps, the study will use the draft Memoranda of Understanding

(MoU) between the nations involved. The U.S.-German MoU is in a final phase. The
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Germar.-O)utch MoU was also in a final phase. However, a fundamental change in the

plans, last November1, made it necessary to start over.

Evaluation

The last, and perhaps most important part of the analysis is the evaluation of

the plans. This evaluation will consist of three main elements. The first element is an

evaluation of the structure of the three bi-national corps. The thesis will compare and

contrast the plans for the bi-national corps with the criteria for structuring bi-national

corps from the frame of reference. The second element is an evaluation of the

battlefield operation systems of the bi-national corps. The study will compare and

contrast the contributions of the nations to the bi-national corps, and mirror this

information to the criteria of the frame of reference. Moreover, it will try to identify

areas where interoperability problems might occur. The third element of the evaluation

reflects the output of the corps. The thesis will try to identify how the corps best fit into

the operational framework in the Central European theater. It will use the qualitative

measures of effectiveness, discussed in the frame of reference, to conduct this part of

the evaluation.

Conclusion and Recommendations

The last chapter, the synthesis, will identify the areas of concem for interoper-

ability, and the characteristics of the three bi-national corps. Furthermore, it will recom-

wend how some of the intereperability problems could be eased.
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CHAPTER IV

FRAME OF REFERENCE

For the practicing professional, therefore, any debate about the necessity of
interoperability is irrelevant and does not accurately reflect the nature of the
current operations in the muti-national military environment of Europe. History
shows that it is not a question of philosophy when one talks about interopera-
bility. On a multi-national battlefield, it is a reality with which everybody must
cope.

George Blanchard, General, U.S. Army, 1979

This frame of reference cor,.3ists of three sections. The first section surveys

the factors affecting the bi-national corps structure; the second section discusses the

structuring of the corps; the third section evaluates how the environment and the

structure of the corps influence the battlefield operation systems of the corps.

Section I

Factors Affecting Bi-national Corps Structure

This section will make use of the METT-T model, Mission, Enemy, Terrain,

Troops and available Time, to evaluate the environment of the new bi-national corps.

Mission.

The political and military strategic changes in the Central European theater

have two major implications for the corps assigned to the Allied Forces Central Europe

(AFCENT). Not only do the corps have to transform from a national toward a bi or

multi-national structure, but they also have to adopt a totally new operational concept.
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NATO is replacing the outdated 'layer cake' defense concept, the concept with eight

corps defending besides each other, with a new and flexible perspective for its future

defense. NATO abandoned the traditional fixation on the former Cold War East

European adversaries and is replacing it by modem thinking at the operational level.

The aim is to develop an even more defensively oriented armed force structure in

Europe, that corresponds to the Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE)-treaty and

Confidence- and Security Building Measures (CSBMs).2 Besides a defensive capability

for its own territory, NATO stresses crisis management intemally and extemally to

Europe, and thereby maintains a position to exert a positive force to resolve conflicts.3

The further diminishing threat on Central Europe makes it possible to use the same

troops, at least the active units, for both purposes.

As the introductary chapter showed, the principal role of Main Defense Forces

(MDF) in peace, crisis and war is

to build adequate warfighting
Oýmft

capability, contribute to deterren-

ce and if necessary, counter

naggression and restore the integ-

I-* Rau drity and security of the NATO ter-

- dritories. The fully active and high-

LM s-- ly mobile Reaction Forces (RF)
I c odildo will be earmarked for crisis man-

Figure 1: Chance of Occurance of Conflict. agement. Active parts of the

MDF, however, could also be

used for these missions. A good example is the deployment of VII (US) Corps to Saudi

Arabia to free Kuwait.

It is essential to recognize that the deployment for crisis management has a

much larger chance to occur than the employment of all available MDF for a defense

of the Central Region (figure 1).4
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Enemy.

The fall of the totalitarian regimes in Eastern Europe; the demise of the

ideology on which they where based; and the retreating CIS forces from Central

Europe ended a direct threat on NATO's Central Region. A return to a political-military

situation as existed before 1989 is considered impossible. Other security risks, as now

witnessed in Yugoslavia, emerge. However, in the long term a large-scale conflict can

never be ruled out.5 The ability to determine the capabilities required for the corps of

the MDF is not made easier by this absence of a significant threat. In the past, the

force structure of any unit was directly defined against a distinct and measurable

threat. That no longer exists. The strategic situation does not lend itself to a detailed

threat-based force planning."

What capabilities should the corps of the MDF have? As defined earlier, the

MDF provide a bulk of force that should be capable to fight that large-scale conflict that

can never be ruled out, but that has a limited chance of occurrence. This large scale

conflict could be identified as an attack, only after a significant strategic reaction time,

at least several months,? by an enemy that has an overall equal strength, in quantity

and quality8 of force, employing former Soviet Bloc doctrine.9 By concentrating its

force, this enemy would be able to attack in one or just a few sectors.1 ° The capability

to counter this 'worst case' threat will provide the necessary deterrence to avoid a

medium or high intensity conflict on NATO territory in the Central Region.

However, much more important is a capability of active forces, to be employed

as crisis reaction forces (CRF).1" These forces could be employed in crisis manage-

ment and response, across operational continuum. Employment could be within NATO

territory, but employment out-of-area is more likely. Units of the heavy MDF, with a

CRF contingency mission, must be capable to fight in mid to high intensity levels of the

operational continuum, because lighter RF will be capable of fighting in the low

intensity environment. Most likely, heavy CRF forces forces will face a Soviet-type

threat as identified above, like the Iraqi forces. However, their protection will make

heavy CRF usefull for UN employment in peacekeeping as well.
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Terrain.

The area of operations of the MDF is the Central Region. Not, as in the 'layer

cake' concept, will any corps get its own area to plan for;, all the corps of the MDF

must be able to fight in an area that stretches from the north of Denmark to the Alps

(750 miles); from the Oder-Neisse border to Aachen (400 miles).'2 The terrain will

play a significant role in the success or failure of a campaign; it will influence the new

operational concept for the Central Region profoundly. The extension of the area of

operations endorses an operational defense in depth. The high level of urbanization,

however, will limit the depth to be used. Furthermore, in the north, a web of waterways

and many marshes, as well as the acquisition of an enlarged Baltic coastline will play

critical roles in the developing future concepts of operation. The influence of the

mountainous, forested areas in the south is well known by U.S. and German planners.

According to Johnson and Young, the major parts of the area of operation favors delay

and defensive operations. Delaying operation will lead an attacking enemy into terrain

suitable for counterattacks. The operational depth will be limited by the high urbaniza-

tion in the area of operation, close to the borders.13

Again, no longer is the terrain in the Central Region the only influencing factor

for the operational concept of MDF. The requirement for corps units, available for crisis

reaction out-of-area, stretches the necessary capabilities further. The diversity of

terrain features in Germany, however, supports the requirements for out-of-area opera-

tions. Desert Storm showed that VII (US) Corps, deployed from south/central Germany,

was well capable of fighting in the desert.

Troovs.

The introductory chapter identified that three types of troops are available to

defend the NATO territory in the Central Region: RF (ACE Mobile Force [AMFI, ACE

Rapid Reaction Corps [ARRC]), MDF and Augmentation Forces. Deployment of the RF

and the fully active parts of the MDF, also called Ready Maneuver Forces (RMF), as

well as the mobilization and deployment of the remainder of the MDF, will be used as
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an instrument of crisis management. The number of corps available as MDF is still

under discussion. Originally, before the diminishing of the Soviet Union, NATO identi-

fied the need for seven corps: LANDJUT, NL/GE, GENL, BE-led, GE/U.S., U.SJGE

Corps and the GE Corps East. The contributions of the different nations would be

about 17 division equivalents.14 As a result of further force reductions in most nations

following the diminishing of the Soviet Union, NATO will review the implications of

changing force levels for the new force structure in Central Europe.'s The number of

available corps will certainly decrease. For example, the Dutch will not have their own

corps any more, but will contribute to a combined German-Dutch Corps. Additionally,

under German pressure, the Franco-German Eurocorps will be made available for

NATO purposes, if necessary.16

Time.

The disappearing of a direct threat on the NATO territory in the Central

Region has an enormous impact on the readiness of the MDF. Not any more have the

forces to be capable to react to a surprise attack within 48 hours. The reaction time

anticipated for the deployment of the ARRC will be roughly 5-7 days.'7 The RMF, the

fully active parts of the MDF, might be able to react at a comparable time. Confidence

and Security Building Measures (CSBMs), that allow early identification of

concentration of any forces in Europe, as well as the employment of RF and RMF,

facilitate an extended reaction time for the MDF. As a result, large parts of the MDF

can exist of reserve, or round-out units to be deployed from the other nations, even

from the U.S..

Operational Concept.

What does this METT-T analysis mean for the operational concept in which

multi-national corps will fight? Gary L. Guertner identifies seven generic measures of

effectiveness of the operational concept to use as a tool for building a general level of
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consensus within the Alliance. The measures of effectiveness are demonstrability,

flexibility, mobility, lethality, command and control, sustainability and affordability.'a8

Demonstrability has mainly a strategic meaning. On the one hand, it should

reflect NATO's center of gravity-its political cohesion. Forward and active presence,

multi-national exercises and the deployment of units in a crisis provide both the military

and political foundations for credible deterrence in Europe. On the other hand, further

integration and stability in Central Europe demand a demonstration of purely defensive

capability and a binding of German armed forces in the process of European integra-

tion.1' The concept of multi-national corps provide an element of that necessary

binding. The purely defensive orientation should be demonstrated by few active forces,

positioning of those forces in depth, absence of preparation measures for a forward

defense, and the absence of large active armor units. As a result, the operational

concept should rely on operational level maneuver defense with reliance on operational

level counterattacks to defeat enemy penetrations and to restore territorial integrity of

the Alliance."

Flexibility. The need for flexibility has everything to do with the uncertainty of

the environment in which the corps of the MDF have to operate. First, the corps as a

whole will have to be prepared to operate in an operational level maneuver defense in

the Central region. Some active units of the corps will have to be able to be employed

in mid/high intensity conflicts out-of-area as well.

Second, the units have to be prepared to fight in different areas of operation.

The corps can be employed in an area from Denmark to Bayem; active crisis reaction

units could be employed everywhere in the NATO territory, as well as in particular

crisis areas outside this territory.

Third, the C2 structures for the defense of NATO territory in the Central

Region is clear, all the corps will fight under command of Landforces Central Europe

(LANDCENT). However, the C2 structure for crisis management might vary. The staff of
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the ARRC will have a major task for crisis within the NATO territory; outside the

territory the C2 structure is depending on the coalition to be formed.

Lastly, the corps of the MDF will have different tasks within the operational

concept of 'counter concentration'. In the concept of counter concentration defense one

could identify four major tasks for a corps: delaying, defending/blocking, counter

attacking, and securing operations in areas where the defender will take deliberate risk.

Transition from one task to the other one will be an important factor to gain initiative.

But, will all the corps have to be able to fulfill all the different tasks? This would

enhance flexibility, but it might be too much to ask. The evaluation chapter will identify

which bi-national corps are best capable for the different tasks.

The new Field Manual 100-5, Operations, introduces a new tenet of Army

Operations doctrine, 'versatility'. Versatility is the ability of units to meet diverse

mission requirements. Commanders shift focus, tailor forces, and move from one role

or mission to another rapidly and efficiently. Versatility implies a capacity to be multi-

functional, to operate across regions throughout the full range of military operations,

and to perform at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels. * 1 Versatility is exactly

what the new NATO forces need. This study will adopt this tenet.

Mobility. The MDF are depended on three types of mobility: strategic, opera-

tional, and tactical.

Strategic Mobility is essential to increase the readiness of units that are not

forward deployed in the Central Region. Some reserve, round-up, and round-out units

have to be deployed from the home countries. The increased reaction time can

decrease the emphasis on strategic mobility to deploy forces from the U.S. and other

home countries to Germany has had for decades during the Cold War. Strategic

mobility for crisis reaction units remains one of the bottlenecks in contingency planning.

Besides, it is a new element for at least the German and Dutch Army. The strategic

movement of heavy units will require intensive planning, evidenced by the movement

of VII (US) corps from Germany to Saudi Arabia.
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Operational Mobility is an essential element of a concept that makes use of

large operational reserves. Planners have compiled a large base of knowledge on

movement of forces in the Central Region. Future operations will require much more

complex organization and planning, because no more will most movements consist Go

largely east-west traffic between dearly defined national boundaries. Movements will

consist of multi-directional traffic over extended distances. During Operation Desert

Shield/Desert Storm, XVIII Airborne Corps and VII Corps moved laterally, from their

assembly areas to their attack positions in less than two weeks over considerable

distances: 500 and 330 miles respectively. VII Corps had to move more than 7,000

tracked vehicles and more than 40,000 wheeled vehicles. For the operation almost

4,000 heavy equipment vehicles were used, many driven by contracted civilians.2 2

Tactical Mobility. The heavy corps in Europe posses an excellent tactical

ground mobility. The need for this kind of mobility in the Central Region scenario has

been emphasized for decades; it has led to the excellent capabilities demonstrated by

U.S., British and French forces in the desert. Conversely, within the corps structures,

there is a need for an enhanced capability of airborne, or air mobile/assault operations.

Because the essence of the concept of counter concentration is taking risk outside the

counter concentration area, there is a need for fast moving reaction forces in these risk

areas, to establish time for concentrating reserves.

The heavy armored tracked vehicles provide excellent ground mobility in the

Central Region. For CRF, operating within the NATO area as well as outside, tracked

vehicles might not always provide the best tactical mobility. The British peacekeeping

forces in Yugoslavia, for example, have problems with their tracked Warrior armored

personnel carrier (APC) on the slippery mountain roads. In these areas, wheeled

armored vehicles provide better tactical mobility.23

Lethality. The essence of NATO's conventional deterrence has always been

the technological superiority of its forces. The Gulf War has shown clearly the value of

this concept. Gary L Guertner is convinced that the U.S. Airland Operations Concept,
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now further developed in the new U.S. FM 100-5, Operations and just called "military

operations,' 2 ' should be adopted by NATO for the defense of Europe:

Conventional arms modernization and new military doctrine are inextricably
linked in the U.S. Airland Battle concepts. Airiand Battle integrates modem
high-tech weapons and operational mobility to strike anywhere on the battle-
field. It is defined by smart bombs, stealth fighters, short-range tactical missiles
systems (A TACMS), Multiple Launched Rocket Systems (MLRS), both with
'smart' submunitions[sicJ, helicopters, air assault forces, modem tanks, and
infantry fighting vehicles; all are linked and directed by space and airborne
warning and target acquisitions systems. These are the weapons, the doctrine,
and the technologies that former Soviet Army Chief of Staff Marshall N. V.
Ogarkov predicted.., would give "conventional forces on the defensive the
same degree of lethality as battlefield nuclear weapons."... The Iraqi testbed
for U.S. high-tech conventional forces and the doctrinal capabilities of Airland
Battle against a numerically superior force strengthen the position of those who
argue that NA TO's new military strategy should adopt similar operational
concepts for the defense of Europe.e

Guenter's arguments make sense. The concept is coherent with Alex BOrgener's

(Colonel, German Army) ideas of future operation.2 Besides, lethal munitions, deep

strike capability, high accuracy, and smaller, more mobile force structures are basic

elements to protecting our soldiers. "Clean" surgical strike warfighting c-apability has

become a necessity in the western societies. With the increased influence of the

media, limiting casualties is a condition for protracted support of the public opinion.

Furthermore, the possible use of active parts of the MDF as CRF inside or

outside NATO territory, increases the necessity of a doctrine for both types of actions

based upon common principles.

Command and Control (C2). Being the linking pin of all the battlefield

operation systems, effective C2 is essential. Five areas are important for the multi-na-

tional corps. First, the dilemma of consolidated command structures versus versatility.

If there would be a clear vision of the threat and the enemy's doctrine, a consolidated

command structure would be preferred. The lack of a clear vision of the threat,

however, asks for a versatile structure. Not only should divisions be interchangeable

betwveen corps, or should they be able to reinforce other corps. Combat support (CS)

units, especially those on corps level, should also be able to support across bound-
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aries, to gain effectiveness. This is a result of the commonly accepted doctrine not to

hold CS in reserve. Active units of the MDF, when they are deployed as CRF, should

be able to support a coalition effectively. Preplanned packages of more self-supporting

combat or CS units should merge to build an effective reaction force. This is the

concept behind the ARRC, a command structure built around a choice of up to eight

national or multi-national divisions. Depending the type of crisis, the ARRC could

command a mix of light, air assault, or heavy divisions. However, Desert Storm has

shown, that this versatile concept is also valuable outside NATO's force structure. With

little prior planning, the British 1st Armored Division fought under tactical control of

VII(US)Corps, and the French 6th Light Armored Division fought under control of

XVIII(US)Corps. It might be clear, that common knowledge of NATO doctrine made

this possible.

Second, to carry out economy of force missions with emphasis on the use of

operational reserves-the essence of the counter concentration defense--, it will be

essential to discem rapidly the point of an opponents main effort or his center of

gravity. This concept not only emphasizes the need for effective reconnaissance,

surveillance, and target acquisition (RSTA) capabilities at all levels of operation. The

concept can only work, if the RSTA systems are supported by an effective C2 system.

Rapid cross-unit and cross-nation flow of information is a condition for effective

decision making in multi-national units. General Homer, U.S. Air Force, stresses the

must of real-time dissemination of intelligence data for an effective use of air power in

Aiuland Battle in future wars.28 In the past, cross nation flow of sensitive intelligence

has not always been the best example of mutual supporLt2

Third, ground space management will significantly burden the C0 system,

especially at corps level. The number of forces deployed, the multi-directional opera-

tional movements required, the limited maneuver space, and overlapping lines of

communication (LOCs) will affect operational planning.

Fourth, cross-boundary airspace management is an essential element of

modem warfare. Multi-national operations add the need to link the low level army
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airspace management systems with each other, and with the NATO medium and high

airspace management system. This would allow weapon systems to minimize the use

of radars and will give them sufficient time to react to an enemy threat. Furthermore, it

is a measure to help solving the problems concerning identification of friend or foe.

Lastly, the concept of Aidand Operations stresses the importance of synchro-

nized operations of all battlefield operating systems. It also emphasizes the need for

corps and division to fight the deep, dose and rear battle at the same time. To

synchronize battlefield operating systems of different nations will be a significant

burden, that need thorough study and planning.

Sustainability of the corps of the MDF, in peace, crisis and war, will be the

critical path of its operations. The sustainability of the national corps in the 'layer cake'

concept was too heavy a burden for some nations. The new concept relies on large

scale operational level maneuver, and will tax an already overburdened logistical

system.30 The reliance on multi-national formations, and the new operational concept

will not make the problems easier, because logistics most likely will remain a national

responsibility. Planners will have to work out which elements of the force could be

supported multi-nationally, to decrease the logistical burden. The requirements for

standardization, interoperability and interchangebility will undoubtedly increase. In the

evaluation, a comparison of equal major end items will be made, to evaluate the level

of standardization of equipment in the different multi-national corps.

The concept of prepositioning of stocks, directly behind the areas of operation

of the corps needs revision. No longer is the location of the area of operation known in

advance. It makes more sense to store national stocks more central in the AFCENT

area of operation, or to pull them back to a location where stocks could be shipped

easily to future crisis areas.

Affordability is not an operational question. It is a strategic question with

enormous consequences for the operational level. Forward presence and the percent-
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age of active forces, as opposed to reserves, are a direct result of affordability. It has

led to the idea to lessen the distinction between RF and the active parts •4f the corps of

the MDF. Both should be used as CRF, in or out of NATO territorl. The result is a

further need for versatility.

Affordability could lead to a growing distinction between training and equipping

of active crisis reaction units, and other active and reserve units. This distinction could

lead to a classification of forces, to an army in the army, that decreases versatility.

Lastly, affordability emphasizes the use of cost-effective combat capabilities

with an optimal mix of high-mid level technology. The high-tech elements, like modem

C2 systems, global positioning systems (GPS), drones, remotely piloted vehicles

(RPVs), attack helicopters, will be used as force multipliers for CRF as well to enhance

the effectiveness of the bulk of mid-level technology equipment of the corps of the

MDF.

In summary, the change of the environment in which the corps of the MDF will

operate, inflict two major changes on those units. Not only will they have to restructure

toward bi or multi-national forces, they also will have to adopt and further develop a

totally new concept of operations. The diminished threat and the affordability question

cause to use active units of the corps in a dual role; they, or at least a number of

them, can be used as CRF. Furthermore, they will have to generate the reserve forces

for the corps as a whole. This dual role increases the need for versatility. Furthermore,

the adoption of a concept of operations based on economy of force and the use of

operational level reserves, emphasizes increased mobility, especially on the strategic

and operational level, .effective C2 and RSTA and a new enhanced form of sustain-

ability. The dual role of active units of the MDF will prevent the units to focussing train-

ing only on the mission in the Central European theater, they will have to train for all

their possible missions, with the most emphasis on the most likely ones. This is not the

mission as MDF, but the mission to operate as crisis reaction force. A dilemma!
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Section II

How to Structure a Bi-national Corps: Lessons Learned?

The second step to building the frame of reference is to analyze the conse-

quences of the discussions above for the structure of the bi-national corps. Multi-

national formations are not new. At Waterloo, for example, Arthur Wellesley, better

known as the Duke of Wellington, commanded a combined Anglo-Dutch army and

cooperated with the Prussian Field Marshall Gebhard Blocher to defeat Napoleon.

Waterloo taught us the challenge of building a combined unit, the influence of a great

leader on the process, and the need for effective liaison between cooperating Armies.

Unfortunately, Waterloo does not provide us with a major lesson on how to structure

our modem bi-national corps.3 1

During the First and the Second World wars, coalition warfighting became

more rule then exception. The principle of combining forces was to integrate at theater

level and, consequently, to command the national corps and Armies with a joint and

combined staff. There have been occasions where the Allied disposition and the

enemy situation forced units to integrate at a lower level. An example is the integration

36th U.S. Infantry Division in the II (Fr)Corps to fight the Germans in the Colmar

Pocket. This and other examples of enforced integration taught us, that unprepared

combined operations should be prevented.2

Korea proved the effectiveness of combined operations at a lower level.

Significant is that the U.S. provided the preponderance of the force, and a greater

portion of the logistical support. As a result, the U.S. could strongly affect the process

and progress in turning a variegated group into a homogeneous body in combat. Korea

proved, according to U.S. Army historian William R. Fox, "that the most efficient unit a

member nation can contribute to a future UN action is a division, followed in order of

worth by a brigade group, brigade, or regimental combat team." A battalion or battalion

combat team proved least effective simply because it had to be attached to a larger

organization and thus placed an undue burden on the support service [CS and CSS] of
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that unit. The division, brigade or regimental sized units were largely self supporting

and could operate under headquarters sufficiently staffed to handle control, liaison,

communications and logistical support.33

The preponderance of experience of integration at corps level is derived from

the NATO force structure. General Eisenhower, the first Supreme Allied Commander

Europe (SACEUR), was originally skeptical of extending multi-nationality to lower

levels, but he supported the concept of an European Army with Belgian, Dutch,

French, German, Italian and Luxembourg troops under the 1950's European Defense

Community concept.3 The idea was not adopted. Nevertheless, this vision of multi-

nationality contributed to greater European integration as evidenced by the Allied

Command Europe (ACE) Mobile Force, the LANDJUT Corps, the integrated air

defense system, the allied tactical air forces and the standing and on-call maritime

forces. The concept is less evident in the "layer cake" defense organized along the

inner German border. Later, the shift to the concept of Flexible Response emphasized

the role of operational reserves, like Ill(US)Corps or the 7. Panzer Division. In larger

exercises, like Reforger, these reserves trained to counterattack in the areas of opera-

tion of the national corps and emphasized the role of multi-national cooperation.

Basic Models. As a result of NATO's experience, planners distinguished two basic

models for a multi-national corps: the LANDJUT Corps and VII(US)Corps with 12. Pan-

zer Division for planning purposes under operational control. These two examples

helped to develop realistic theoretical models that can be identified as two extreme

solutions, both within the intent of the London Declaration.M

Model 1: Integrated Model (based upon the LANDJUT corps). It has a fully

Integrated corps staff, in which both countries are equally represented. The corps

troops are multi-national; the subordinated divisions are purely national.

Model 2: Lead-nation Model (based upon experience VII Corps/12. Panzer

Division). It has a national corps staff, in peacetime already augmented with staff offi-

cers of the other nation 36. The corps troops are provided by the lead-nation; the sub-
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Figure 2: Theoretical Models for Bi-national

the corps level, using divisional Corps.

building blocks. 7 Integration at

a lower level is difficult, but not impossible, and could very well take place in special

combat support units, e.g. communications.38 The Korean example, as well as recent

experience in VII(US)Corps,3' showed that cross-attachment of brigade sized units is

possible, if these units are supported by sufficient organic CS and CSS support.

This leads us to variations of one of the two models, concerning combat

support (CS). Specifying further the integrated model there are two way to organized

CS, in a mixed CS model, or in a role specialization model. In the mixed model, the

corps level CS is provided by both nations, each supporting mainly their own national

divisions. In the role specialization model, individual nations perform an entire corps

level function in support of the entire corps (e.g. one nation provides the entire corps

artillery or engineers) as their own national contributions to the corps. Theoretically,

this distinction could also be made for corps CSS. However, as a result of a lack of

standardization and interoperability, logistics is still identified as a national responsibili-

ty. In the future, this could change.40

Versatility. The new operational concept demands a versatile force structure. The

LANDCENT commander needs to have the capability to continuously optimize the

structure of the corps he commands, the missions and the areas of operations of these
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corps. In some occasions he will need a five-division corps, like VII Corps in the

Desert, in an other case a two-division corps for a certain mission. Therefore, the corps

structure should not be rigid, but divisions should be exchangeable to other multi-na-

tional corps.

Evaluation of Theoretical Models. Both corps models have proved to be effective. The

LANDJUT Corps has been operational since April 1, 1962. The bulk of the forces was

provided by Germany (6. Panzer Grenadier Divivision) and Denmark (JUTLAND-

Division). Augmentation by U.S., British and Dutch troops was planned and extensively

trained for. Almost all countries contributed to the corps staff. A thorough evaluation of

the almost thirty years of experience in 1990, provided major arguments to extend the

number of multi-national corps in NATO's force structure.4'

The lead-nation model proved to be effective as well in peace and war. The

relationship of VII(US)Corps and 12. Panzer Division showed the feasibility as well as

the challenges of the concept 42 DESERT SHIELD/STORM clearly showed the effec-

tiveness of the U.SJU.K. partnership in offensive operations.

Integrated Versus Lead-nation Model. Clearly, both models have their pro's

and con's. The integrated model, to start with, limits the out-of-region/area deployment

capability of a corps, when only one of the partners wants to deploy with the corps-

staff and corps troops. The integrated model relies on the contribution of both nations

in essential functions. Therefore, the it is not suitable for a corps, in which the U.S.

contributes. The Regional Defense Strategy of the U.S. identifies that the objective for

the level of U.S. forces in Western Europe should be "a capable corps.. .with suffi-

cient organic combat and support capabilities to.. .support out-of-area contingen-

cieso.43 The U.S. would never have been able to send VII Corps to the desert, had

the corps relied on a large number of foreign staff officers and corps CS/CSS units,

that were not part of the Coalition. Because the Central Region is not the only contin-

gency for U.S. units, U.S. corps and divisions should be part of a lead-nation model

corps.
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Conversely, the integrated model better serves the strategic goals of the multi-

national concept. The structure creates an interdependence that in the long run will

lead to better standardization, rationalization and interoperability. It better prevents

renationalisation of the defense policies, one of the dangers in Europe resulting from

the lack of threat."4

Integrated Model: Mixed CS Versus Role-specialization Model. In the short

term the mixed CS model will provide better effectiveness than the role specialization

model. The mixed CS model nurtures a national relation between division and corps

troops. As a result, it decreases the versatility of the corps structure, because it will be

more difficult to support a division of the other nation. The role specialization model

creates more multi-lateral interdependence. It will better serve standardization, rational-

ization and interoperability in the long run, as a result of the necessity of cooperation of

CS units of different nations at division and corps level. In the long term, it will be more

flexible and efficient. The lack of immediate threat in the Central Region makes the role

specialization model preferable over the mixed CS model.

Summary. History has taught us that fighting with multi-national corps is a feasible

concept. NATO studies advise structuring the corps of the MDF as bi-national corps

using national divisions as building blocks. There are two basic models that both have

proved to be effective: the integrated model and the lead nation model. In the integrat-

ed model, the CS function at corps level could be organized as a mixed structure or

using role specialization. The integrated model supports the intent of the London

declaration better and is a better incentive to enhance standardization and interopera-

bility. The lead nation model ensures an independent out-of-area capability for the

contributing nations. The corps structure should not be rigid; divisions must be capable

to fight under the command of different corps.

Recent ideas to use active corps units as CRF have major implications for the

structure of the corps. Depending on the contributions a country wants to make to a

coalition force, multi-national integration could be necessary at lower levels than corps.
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However, the smallest national contingent in a multi-national force should be separate

brigade or regiment, with sufficient organic CS and CSS.

Section III

Building The Corps: Intearating The Lessons Learned!

The next step to discuss are the critical factors for success of combined

operations at corps level, derived from experience. This section will make use of the

general theory of combined operations, as introduced in the literature review, of les-

sons learned from multi-national peacetime corps operations in the European NATO

environment, as well as wartime lessons of combined corps operations, e.g. Desert

Storm.

To describe these critical factors, this section will make use of the battlefield

framework, described in the Blueprint of the Battlefield". The framework differentiates

two major elements, combat power and supporting functions. Combat power comprises

four major functions of maneuver, firepower, protection, and leadership. The supporting

battlefield functions include battle command, control, communications, intelligence, air

defense, electronic warfare, mobility and survivability, and lastly, logistics. The

commander must integrate and coordinate these functions with the dynamics to

synchronize the battle effects in time, space, and aim.

Combat Power.

Maneuver. The following three areas have proved to be critical for the function

maneuver, the relation of subordinate unit capabilities and their missions, doctrine and

the training of that doctrine.

Capability Versus Mission. Different bi-national corps will have differing

capabilities; this is a key consideration in operational planning. Different national

divisions in the corps will, most likely, have differing capabilities as well; here, it is a
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key consideration in tactical planning. The fact that the capabilities are different is not

the problem, as long as the differences are identified.

There are two ways to deal with the different capabilities." First, the corps

commander can take the strong "have's" from one division and share it with the "have

not's." This solution might reach beyond the authority of the corps commander,

because he deals with units from different nations. A better way to deal with differing

capabilities is to tailor the missions and make them compatible with the capabilities of

each coalition unit. For example: the 1st U.K. Armoured Division possessed the capa-

bilities needed to fix Iraqi forces in Westem Kuwait. This allowed VII Corps' divisions to

maneuver to envelop Iraqi Republican Guard forces.4'

If an allied unit is weak in a certain area, it would be necessary to supply that

deficiency from the resources of the other ally." In principle, the corps should be

capable to support the weaker force with its own assets (corps troops).

Doctrine. Major General Johann Adolf Graf von Kielmansegg, Chief of Staff

Headquarters Northem Army Group (Northag), said about equal doctrine in a combined

division,

A multi-national division is only than ready to fight, when everyone in the
division has the same idea about how one attacks, how one defends, how one
uses CS, from mine warfare to artillery support. One can only do those opera-
tions in one way; and, we are still at the beginning, despite 40 years of
NATO experience.49

In a combined corps, the interaction between units of different nations is

weaker. However, tactical interoperability issues which have surfaced from operations

during operation Desert Storm, indicate a need for defined doctrine for alliance or

coalition military operations as welU.' ATP-35A, the NATO doctrinal manual, has

supported interoperability of doctrine throughout the years. It created a fundamental

capability for U.S. and British forces to fight together in one unit in the Desert.

Nevertheless, the manual should be updated. Conversely, doctrine is, and should be,

highly influenced by national culture. Therefore, to have harmonized doctrines through-

out NATO is the ideal aim."
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Training. Brigadier P. Cordingley, a British brigade commander during Desert

Storm, experienced the value of training for a combined unit very expressively. For

him, the value of training was to change the American perception of the British Army,

as well as to possitively influence the media, and to become, through training, an

effective part of the coalition army. Cordingley states about the American perception of

the British Army,

.. they believed that our equipment was unreliable and we would not therefore
be trusted to be in the right place at the right time .... It seemed to me that
training held the key to resolving to become an effective coalition army. We
needed to give ourselves confidence to go to war and we also needed to give
the Americans confidence in us.2

The three and a half months preparation time allowed to do the necessary training in

theater. Commanders should not rely on that in the future and conduct sufficient

combined training in peacetime. Cordingley further warns not to rely too much on

simulation for combined training.

To conduct that necessary training, the corps commander should be able to

influence training and exercise planning of national divisions and other supporting

units.3

Firepower. Fire support will not, normally, be kept in reserve. Consequently, multi-na-

tional artillery support is essential to achieve the necessary mass of fires. As a result,

equal doctrine, at least common understanding of doctrine for fire support has to be

achieved." When one has reached these goals, following the doctrine becomes

essential. During Desert Storm, for example, some troops were not following doctrine

about fire support coordination line. Furthermore, violations were reported of units

maneuvering outside their established boundary and not clearing fires across bound-

aries. The conclusion is clear When one establishes equal doctrine in a multi-national

unit, train for it!,5
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Protection. Protection conserves the fighting potential of a force so commanders can

apply it at the decisive time and place. Protection has one component that is particu-

liary of importance for multi-national units: the prevention of fratricide-the unintentional

killing of our own soldiers by our own fire. The use of differing equipment in an bi-

national corps, perhaps even the same equipment as the opponent, increases the

likelihood of fratricide.

Effective command and control over maneuver and fires, satellite navigation--

in the Central Region of great use at night and low visibility conditions (I)-and in the

future perhaps an identification system friend-foe (IFF), decrease the probability of

fratricide. Brigadier P. Cordingley about the use of satellite navigation in Desert Storm,

"For the first time in the history of the British Army, we were likely to know where we

were when we fought the battle.. .we could maneuver at night with a level of certainty

about what we where doing and also it would be an important factor in stopping fratri-

cide.""

Leadership. The most essential dynamic of combat power is competent and confident

leadership. Leadership provides purpose, direction, and motivation in combat. Espe-

cially in a bi-national corps it is of great importance. General Saint clarifies this as

follows, "Implicit in the effective employment of national forces in combined operations

is an understanding of capabilities and limitations of each unit you command... It is the

national capabilities, then, that help define boundaries, missions, depth of areas and

speed with which they can move around the battlefield."of Desert Storm taught us the

same lesson. Commander to commander visits are invaluable in providing participating

commanders with a clear picture of conditions and capabilities of the ally." Further-

more, commanders must establish a command admosphere in which criticism can be

freely exchanged; This will provide an opportunity for subordinate allied commanders

and staff officers to offer constructive suggestions and vent their feelings.5 9
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Battlefield Functions.

Battle Command and Control and Communications (C3) Evaluating his contribution in

the Gulf War, Major General Rupert Smith, Commander 1st British Armoured Division,

values four arrangements for C3. First, the employing of staff officers of the subordi-

nate division in the American corps staff with the object of ensuring that the interests

and peculiarities of the British division were understood and included in both the

planning and executkin fioro the outset.80 Second, the usual deployment of liaison

officers (LNOs), both vertically and horizontally in the hierarchy. LNOs have to be

deployed to both corps MAIN and Tactical Command Post (TAC). The LNOs have to

be of high quality. They have to be more than just a conduit for information. At the

speeds of operational maneuver the LNO have to comprehend what the commander is

about, and be part of the planning process in their own right. Third, the division should

establish communications backwards to corps MAIN and TAC and sideways to flanking

division in parallel to the corps' own nets. This is a result of the speed of operations in

operational warfighting; it ensures continuous communications with the corps and, for

example, it guaranteed for the British that their division gained more than a fair share

of Air assets. Parallel use of communications systems are also established in the

French-German Brigade. RITA and AutoKo systems work parallel together.6' Fourth,

the need for delegation of authority, mission type orders and rather issuing directives

than detailed orders. Especially when two divisions of different nationalities have to

work closely together, like in a battle handover procedure. To some extent it catered

during DESERT STORM for the lack of equal terminology, drills and procedures.62

For interoperability, clarity and simplicity of orders are not just principles, but

commands!

Intelligence. Commanders win battles, campaigns and wars by generating combat

power at the decisive time and place. Intelligence identifies these decisive points and

reduces uncertainty about the enemy and the environment. In a bi-national corps, the

intelligence proces creates a new challenge.
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Desert Storm clearly showed that modem medium/high intensity warfare

creates a need for division commanders to have "eyes" over the horizon. Tactical

dissemination of combat intelligence, down from national, corps and other national

assets is essential. Timely sharing of intelligence is further compounded by common

problems of computer and communications interface. Issues surfaced regarding

releasib.lity, cultural restraints and priorities for support. Coalition partners expected

more intelligence products than were received. This created a potential of disrupting

cohesiveness of the coajition.

Liberal sharing of information by the two partners of a bi-national corps will

build trust and confidence. Unrealistic expectations are training issues. Troops must

train during combined exercises to evaluate misunderstanding of intelligence capa-

bilities so that unrealistic expectations are reduced.w

Moreover, knowledge of the capability of intelligence assets is essential to be

able to centrally make and manage intelligence collection plans and conduct efficient

analysis. In a bi-national corps, with differing assets in both divisions and corps, this

will enable to fill the gaps or prevent unefficient overkill.

Air Defense. Air defense artillery provides the ground commanders with protection from

enemy air attack by destroying or driving off enemy close air support aircraft and

helicopters. The speed and agility of those aircraft increase the need for a linked A2C2

system over the boundaries of the different national divisions. Besides, a link with the

high & medium level A9C 2 system supports the effectiveness of the air defense and

decreases the potential of fratricide. During last year's REFORGER exercise, another

important lesson was learned about joint/combined airspace management. In a lessons

leamed document, an evaluator expressed, ... however, NATO doctrine is not

synonymous with U.S. doctrine. The lack of commonality in terms and doctrine caused

confusion throughout the REFORGER exercise. This significantly increased the poten-

tial for fratricide."" Again, differing doctrine and lack of equal terms create potentially

dangerous situation in a multi-national environment.
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Electronic Warfare (EW) uses the electronic spectrum to locate enemy units and

facilities, intercept his communications, and disrupt his command and control, and

target acquisition system at critical moments. Corps must divide targetting responsibili-

ties between subordinate command assets. During execution, reliable, rapid communi-

cation links between EW units in adjacent sectors are mandatory, since EW effects

ignore unit boundaries. EW operations can perfectly support one unit's mission, and

concurrently create electronic fratricide and disrupt friendly operations elsewhere.66

Effective EW is already difficult to manage in a single nation concept; in a bi-national

corps it needs combined training to leam the difficult lessons.

Mobility and Survivability. Mobility operations preserve the freedom of maneuver of

friendly forces or obstruct the maneuver of the enemy in areas where troops can use

fire and maneuver to destroy him. In a defense fought at the operational level, mobility

operations are of great importance. There will never be enough engineers to fulfill all

the tasks maneuver units wants them to fulfill; therefore, engineers should be used

where needed most. Engineers, as well as other CS units. from different nations

should permanently be acquainted with their tasks in a multi-national environment.

Furthermore, their is an increasing need for engineers at corps level. First, for mobility

operations at corps level; second, to support divisional operations and give the corps

commander the tools to weigh the main effort. This further increases the need for

multi-national CS operations and training."

Logistics. Major General Rupert Smith, Commander, 1st British Armoured Division,

under tactical control of VII Corps during Desert Storm, alludes to his experience,

Wheresoever the fight took me, my logistics would run back to the Port of
Jubayl. There was never going to be any lateral replenishment from another
division or coips. Groupings within the division would have to be logistically
independent, at least for a time and I would need to know that time.

A NATO division was fighting within a foreign NATO corps; nevertheless, both had

their own and separate LOCs from the front toward the homeland. Among other
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elements, this experience of poor interoperability, has led to three new logistical

principles, three new NATO principles and policies for logistics. First, nations and

NATO authorities now have a collective responsibility for logistic support of the

operations of the combined corps. Second, nations must ensure individually or by

cooperative arrangements the provision of logistic resources to support their forces.

Third, the corps commander needs to be given sufficient authority over the logistic

resources to enable him to deploy and sustain his forces most effectively. He needs to

have the authority to redistribute specified logistic assets between the national forces;

he needs the authority to establish host nation support requirements."

Brigadier Richard Obe, deputy Chief of Staff for GI/G4 of the ARRC, states

about this Corps: "Logistic structure must enable the corps to be fought as a corps,

rather than a disparate collection of combat formations." This results in a new logistical

concept for multi-national units. The minimum ievel of standardization from the

logistical point of view is,

"* equipment: interoperable

"* combat supplies: interchangeable

"* procedures: common (new).

The first two have been NATO policy for a long time. In many areas NATO

forces had good success; in others they did not. The need for commonality of logistical

procedures at corps level is new. For example, interchangable supplies are a neces-

sary tool for the corps commander to weigh his main effort. Common procedures must

make this multi-national support work. The procedures go further than just reports and

retums. Definition of terms, roles and responsibilities should be included.=

Ideally, the corps should estabilish a single logistic supply chain under a

single allied command. Everyone understands that this goal might be far ahead.

However, logisticians should see it as a challenge, rather than to avoid the issue. The

greater the degree of multi-nationality, the greater will be the need for fully integrated

support organizations and arrangements.7 °
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Summary.

Successful interoperability is not magic. The problems of operating with allies

yield to command and staff awareness of their existence and detailed planning for their

solutions, as do other urgent military missions and requirements. To summarize the

most important critical factors for success of the bi-national corps.

"* C2. Commanders and headquarters commanding a bi-national corps must have a

thorough knowledge of the capabilities, command and fighting trraditions of the various

forces.

* A prerequisite for integration is an adequate communications system, using if at all

possible the same equipment, procedures and language.
* CS. CS should be available at corps level and support where needed. CS should

permanently operate and train in an international environment.

* CSS. In the near term logistics will remain a national responsibility. However, the

corps commander should have more influence to weigh his main effort according to his

mission. Multi-national logistic support is possible in many areas of support and troops

should train for that.

* Doctrine. There is a need for equal doctrine for CS and CSS units that support multi-

national forces. Equal doctrine for maneuver units could help to better understand the

capabilities of these units. Therefore, where cultural differences allow, the nations

should try to establish more equal maneuver doctrine. Any new doctrine should be

developed for MDF operations, as well as for contingency operations of CRF. The

ATP-35A is a good starting point.

* Training. A bi-national force is more dependent on Field Training Exercises (FTX)

than a national corps. It is indisputable that the depth of integration of forces in

inversely proportional to the number of FTX required. Therefore, the lower a force inte-

grates, the more FTX are needed.
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CHAPTER V

PLANS

The outcome of the battle depends not on numbers, but upon the united hearts
of those who fight. I

Kusunoki Masashige (1294 - 1336)

The Governments of the USA, Germany and the Netherlands announced more

reductions of their forces after the desintegration of the Soviet Union. Moreover, the

European countries, whose force structure focused solely on forward defense for

decades, are restructuring at least parts of their forces to create effective tools for

crisis management Because the bi-national corps have to be effective in 1995, the

study will use that year to compare the plans. This chapter contains a description, not

an analysis of the force development plans of the three countries. Section I will

describe the divisions and corps, and their developments. Section II will discuss the

plans for the bi-national corps. Both sections of this chapter do not intend to be

complete. The study will focus on relevant issues to be used in the next chapter for

evaluation.

Section I

National Plans

U.S. Army Forces in Central Europe.

General. The Bush Administration was clearly committed to providing a credible

forward presence in support of its security obligations in Europe. With the Regional

Defense Strategy of January 1993, Secretary Cheney delivered this statement:
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But our objective should be to preserve a substantial level of U.S. forces in

Western Europe with sufficient organic combat and support capabilities .... 2

President Bush had advocated a forward presence of 150,000, e.g., roughly 92,000

Army personnel to man the skeletal force structure in a manner that would ensure a

combat capable corps, and, hence, provide a credible commitment to friends and

potential foes.3

However, shortly after the change of the guard, President Clinton's spokesman

George Stephanopoulos announced a reduction to 100,000 soldiers. At the same time,

the Joint Staff is preparing a new strategy, and force structure, that can deal with the

announced budget cuts. Clearly the number of active divisions will be reduced; what

implications will this have for the force structure in Europe? Will the forward presence

be reduced to one division, in stead of two? The U.S. made a firm commitment toward

NATO and Germany to cross-assign one division and, hence, to create two bi-nation

corps.

Don Snider concludes that the U.S. commitments can be fulfilled, focused on

crisis management rather than defense and warfighting, with a force of 75,000, with

only 24,000 Army, stating,

Additionally, U.S. commitments to NATO force structure (the second role of
U.S. residual forces) can be accomplished with this residual force. The only
question might be whether the two brigades in Germany, along with division
and corps planning cells, will fulfill U.S. commitm '•its to the multinational corps
structure of NATO's Main Defense Force. At leas, two historical precedents
indicate they will serve quite well in representing U.S. military interest in allied
planning at necessary levels: the British Army on the Rhine during the last
decade, and the U.S. forward planning cell of Ill U.S. Corps planning and
exercising the allied reinforcement of the Northern Army Group (NORTHAG)
during the same period.

What Snider forgets is that it takes two to tango. The most important principle

of multinational forces in the MDF is reciprocity. Cross-assigning a German division of

about 15,000 - 20,000 active troops with a U.S. skeleton division of about 6,000 might

be called a creative explanation for reciprocity.5
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Nevertheless, this study should not outrun the facts, and focus on a more or

less capable corps of around 60,000 peacetime forward presence, with two divisions

with each at least two brigades.

Mission. The mission of the U.S. forces in Central Europe is stated in Cheney's new

strategy,

... to maintain the viability of the Alliance, promote peaceful progress in
Europe; permit timely reinforcement of Europe should there be a reemergence
of a significant threat; and support out-of-area contingencies.6

Main Defense Forces. As a result of this strategy, the U.S. contribution to the MDF will

be a two division corps, V Corps. The 3rd Infantry Division will be cross-assigned with

ll.(GE)Corps. Most of the present maneuver units of the Corps will be active. Some

maneuver units are round-out National Guard units. CS and CSS highly depends on

the deployment of Army Reserve and National Guard forces from overseas.

Crisis Reaction Forces. As stated in the strategy above, all the European based units

of the Corps are available for out-of-area contingencies as CRF. Hopefully, V Corps

will not follow the example of VII Corps: it did return to Europe after their contingency

operation in the Desert, but was then deactivated! Johnson and Young suggest that

one of the two divisions also should fill the U.S. role in the ARRC.7 This might call for

more forward present units in this division; ARRC units are rapid reaction forces and

should be capable to deploy in about a week or two.

Force Structure. The following description will depict a wartime organization of an

illustrative brigade, division and corps for an established theater. A U.S. corps does not

have a fixed structure, but will be adapted to the needs of the contingency. Concur-

rently, the stud, Miii briefly discuss the battlefield operation systems maneuver

(doctrine), C2, intelligence, CS and CSS. An overview of strength and equipment can

be found in appendix A.8
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Brigade. Most brigades are divisional and normally fight as part of a division.

Divisional brigades are tactical headquarters that control mission-tailored battalion task

forces (TFs). Brigades can direct battles up to 15 km forward of the FLOT by control-

ling TFs and attack helicopter units, by establishing priorities for supporting artillery

fires, and by coordinating allied Air Force Close Air Support operations. The brigade

does not have organic CS and CSS supporting units; however, the division will tailor or

support the brigade with sufficient CS, CSS, and C2 to its mission.

Normally, a brigade consists of three to four battalion TFs. A brigade will have

58-116 Main Battle Tanks (MBT) M1A2 Abrahams, 54-108 Infantry Fighting Vehicles

(IFV) M2 Bradley, 18-24 Cavalry Fighting Vehicles (CFV) M3 Bradley, and 12-24 Anti-

Tank Fighting Vehicles (ATFV) M901. The total strength of the maneuver part of the

brigade task force is 2000-2800 soldiers. With divisional CS, CSS and C2 the brigade

strength increases to 4600-5600 soldiers.

Division. The heavy division is a fixed organization with organic maneuver,

CS, CSS and C2 units. The sustainability of the division is limited; it must be supported

by CS, CSS and C2 of the corps. There are two types of heavy divisions, both with ten

battalion TFs. The armored division has four mechanized infantry and six tank

battalions; the mechanized division has five and five. The armored division has 348

MBT, 216 IFV, 100 CFV, and 48 ATFV. The mechanized division has 290 MBT, 270

IFV, 100 CFV, and 60 ATFV.

Furthermore, the division can conduct deep operations with the aviation

brigade. The aviation brigade consists of a cavalry squadron with two ground and two

air cavalry troops, two attack helicopter battalions with either 18 AH-64 Apache or 21

AH-1 S Cobra helicopters, and an assault and command company.

The CS units of the division are an engineer brigade, a chemical company,

division artillery and an air defense battalion. The engineer brigade has three armored

engineer battalions that each support one brigade TF. The emphasis on mobility

support for the brigade is a result of Desert Storm; for example, each brigade will be

supported by the 12 bridge laying tanks (AVLB) of the armored engineer battalions.
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The water crossing capability for a division is limited to about 22 m; support of larger

bridges has to come from corps. The division artillery (Div Arty) has three battalions,

that each support a brigade, and one MLRS battery. In total the division contains 72

howitzers and 9 MLRS. The air defense battalion has a combination of 27 self

propelled (SP) Pivat 20mm gun systems and 75 shoulder fired Stinger missiles. Each

brigade will normally be supported by one Gun/Stinger battery.

The CSS of the division is organized in the Division Support Command (DIS-

COM). The DISCOM provides CSS to assigned and attached units in sector through

organic units. It consists of three Forward Support Battalions (FSB), that support one

brigade with maintenance, supply and medical support under division control. Further-

more, the Main Support Battalion (MSB) provides the direct support (DS) maintenance,

supply, transportation and medical support to the assigned and attached units in the

rear area and it backs up the FSBs.

The C2 is guaranteed by the headquarters, a signal, and a military intelligence

(MI) battalion, and a military police (MP) company. The MI battalion supports each

brigade with a company size MI TF.

The total strength of an armored division is 17,285; of a mechanized division

17,568 soldiers. About 49% of them conduct maneuver, 27% CS, 16% CSS and 8%

C2. However, if the corps troops that directly support the division in its area of

operation are counted as well, about 15,000-20,000 troops should be added to the

divisional strength.

Corps Troops. All battlefield operation systems contribute to the corps troops.

Because the divisions are lean, they are heavily dependent on the support of CS and

CSS from the corps level. As mentioned before, the corps is not a fixed organization;

therefore, the type and number of corps troops will differ in every corps and even for

every contingency. Our starting point, however, is an illustrative corps for an establi-

shed theater as depicted in appendix A.

The maneuver units at corps level are a separate heavy brigade, an Armored

Cavalry Regiment (ACR), and an aviation brigade. Furthermore, a civil affairs (CA)
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brigade and a psychological operations (Psyops) battalion contribute to the operations.

The separate brigade is organized for and capable of conducting sustained operations

under corps control. Unlike divisional brigades, they have a fixed organization that

Include combat, CS and CSS units. The ACR is a second organization at corps level

that can conduct sustained operations with its combat, CS and CSS units. The ACR

facilitates the corps commander's ability to maneuver brigades and divisions, concen-

trate combat power, and apply combat power at a decisive time and place. The ACR

conducts reconnaissance operations, security missions, and economy of force

operations with a mixture of MBTs, CFVs and attack helicopters. The third maneuver

brigade at corps level is the corps aviation brigade. The brigade consists of two attack

helicopter groups and one aviation group. The attack helicopter groups have the

primary mission of attacking enemy armor formations. Attack helicopter battalions are

either held by the corps commander for deep operations or given OPCON to divisions.

More than 35% of all maneuver soldiers in the corps are allocated at corps

level. The corps troops consist of 247 MBT, 108 IFV, 152 CFV, 24 ATFV and 108

attack helicopters.

The core of the CS units is organized at corps level. These units support the

divisions or conduct independent operations at corps level. An example of the latter is

the ATACMS units that provide a deep operations capability that goes beyond the area

of influence of the divisions. The corps artillery consist of a number of artillery brigades

to support divisions with howitzers and MLRS or to conduct deep operations with

ATACMS. The corps engineer brigade has engineer groups to support the divisions

with armored and wheeled engineer capability and a variety of equipment and bridges.

Furthermore, it has the capacity to conduct mobility operations in the corps rear area.

The chemical brigade has a variety of battalions for decontamination and smoke

operations, mostly in support of the divisions. Recently, it fielded the German chemical

reconnaissance vehicle (FOX). The air defense brigade consists of various types of

anti-air missiles, such as Stinger, and Chaparral for short range, HAWK for the medium

altitude, and Patriot for the high altitude.
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The CSS units of the corps are organized in the Corps Support Command

(COSCOM). The COSCOM plans for and directs the provision of CSS through its

functional control centers and subordinate commands to Army forces in the corps area

and to other forces as designated. The COSCOM has the capability to create Corps

Support Groups (CSG) and Medical Groups (MG) for multi-functional support of

divisional operations. Normally, the CSG provides maintenance, supply (less medical,

general support (GS) ammunition and bulk fuel) and field services. Ammunition and

fuel distribution units can be attached to support extended or independent division

operations. The corps aviation brigade has 115 light and 32 medium transportation

helicopters in its organization that can conduct CSS.

The total strength of the corps troops is about 66,000 soldiers. 21% contribute

to maneuver, 31% to CS, 38% to CSS and 10% to C2.

Corps. The corps has the capability to perform contingency operations,

because its organization is not fixed. For example, if the corps is sent to an undevel-

oped theater more engineer, logistical and transportation units will be added. A three

division corps has a strength of about 118,000, of which 33% maneuver, 29% CS, 29%

CSS and 9% C2. In such a corps, 44% of the troops are under command of the

division commanders. The corps commander can influence the battle with the remain-

ing 56% of the troops.

Maneuver Doctrine. U.S. military doctrine makes the distinction between the strategic,

operational, and tactical level of war. A forward presence corps normally conducts

operations at the tactical level, as opposed to a contingency corps that will contribute

to the operational level in a Joint Task Force.9

Central to its ability to fight and command forces on the battlefield is a structure

which relates own forces to the forces of the enemy in four dimensions, the width,

depth, and height of the battlefield and time. The combination of the dimensions leads

us to the important time-space relationship. This framework is characterized as deep,
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close and rear operations. Synchronization of deep, close and rear operations is a

complex undertaking, particularly above brigade level.

U.S. doctrine makes the distinction between two types of operations, the

offense and the defense. The purpose of the offense is to seek the outright defeat or

destruction of the opposing force. However, attacks are also used for related purposes.

Offensive objectives also sustain or regain the initiative, secure key and decisive

terrain, fix the enemy as an economy of force measure, deprive him of resources, and

deceive or divert him from the main effort. Counterattacks can disrupt the enemy's

attack.'0 The immediate purpose of the defense is to defeat an enemy offensive

operation. However, a force may also defend when it is unable to attack. The defender

may need to buy time, hold a piece of key terrain to facilitate other operations,

preoccupy the enemy in one area so he can be attacked in another, or erode his

resources at a rapid rate while our own are reinforced. Doctrine makes the distinction

between mobile and area defense. Mobile defenses employ a combination of fire and

maneuver, offense, defense, and delay to defeat the enemy attack. Commanders

conduct an area defense to deny the enemy access to specific terrain for a specified

time. Delaying operations are seen as part of the mobile defense."

Deep Operations Capability. Corps and divisions conduct deep operations as an

integrated part of their scheme of maneuver. The division has a capability up to 30 km

beyond the FLOT, the range of MLRS. Corps can attack 100+ km beyond the FLOT

with ATACMS. Both division and corps will use attack helicopters and electronical

warfare assets to conduct deep operations. Corps deep operations are an integral part

of the echelon above corps (EAC) campaign plan. The corps deep operations plan

must control key engagements in the close arena. Concurrently, the corps must deny

the enemy the ability to concentrate combat power by attacking follow-on forces at

depth. The same concept, with limited ranges, will be conducted by the divisions. 12
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Intelligence. MI units organize for combat to provide the best possible mix of intelli-

gence and electronical warfare (IEW) assets to support the commander's objectives.

Corps and division have a variety of assets, ground and aerial, human intelligence

(humint), radar, EW as well as unmanned assets. The division resources have the

capability to provide information up to about 50 km beyond the FLOT, with an optimum

density of overlapping resources up to 30 km. Corps has surveillance, target acquisi-

tion and reconnaissance (STAR) capabilities up to 150 km; with support of EAC and

Air Force more than 200 km beyond the FLOT (for example with Joint STARS).1 3

Desert Storm made clear that the availability of information is so overwhelming, that

now the interpretation and dissemination has become a problem.

Command and Control. The U.S. Army command and control system makes use of

mission type orders for subordinate commanders. However, U.S. staffs have the

tendency to manage lower level missions with a great amount of detail. The American

bureaucracy can be illustrated by its vast numbers of field manuals and regulations,

and by the sheer volume of corps and division orders. Conversely, this is also a result

of the flexibility built in the basic organization of corps and division. The corps and

division troops must be allocated to lower level organizations and must be given clear

guidelines for each separate plan.

The command post system (CP) identifies three CPs at division and corps

level, the Tactical CP (TAC), the Main CP (MAIN) and the Rear CP (REAR). The TAC

is responsible for the current close battle, the MAIN conducts deep operations,

synchronizes the close, deep and rear battle, and plans future operations, and the

REAR is responsible for rear area security and support.

The tactical communications structure includes a network of combat net radio's,

an area common user telephone systerr and a data distribution system that is under

development. The U.S. Army is working with the German Army on an interface

between their communication networks to allow transfer of data distribution.
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Combat Support. The CS system is structured for flexibility. The brigade has no

organic CS, but the organic divisional CS will support the heavy brigades being able to

tailor the force. The supporting corps assets give the ability to further weigh the main

effort, and fulfill divisional level missions. The remainder of the corps CS troops fulfill

specific corps level tasks with support of theater level assets. Only 40% of CS

personnel is commanded by the divisional commanders; the remaining 60% is

controlled by the corps commander to fulfill the above mentioned missions.

Combat Service Support. The concept of the CSS system is equal of that of the CS

system, flexibility first. Only 25% of CSS personnel is commanded by the division

commanders; the remaining 75% is controlled by the corps commander to tailor the

forces and weigh the main effort. A second characteristic is the multi-functional

concept, combining supply, maintenance, transport and medical support, at brigade

level (FSB), at divisional level (MSB and DISCOM) and at corps level (CSG and

COSCOM). The CSS units supporting a tactical commander are unified in command.

The tactical staff sets the priorities; the logistical commander executes.

German Forces.

General. The German Army is undergoing significant modification as a resuilt of the

unification of its country. The unified army has adopted the CFE force limit of 370,000,

originally meant for West Germany alone. Chancellor Kohl confirmed at the Wehrkunde

Intemational Security Conference at Munich on 6 February 1993 that Germany will cut

its forces to below 370,000.14 At the same time, the German Army is implementing

Army Structure 5. The basic idea of this structure combines the field army and the

territorial army into a single army. The commands of corps and Territorial Command,

as well as the commands of division and the Wehrbereichs Command will be com-

bined. The new commands will have the capacity to split into tactical and territorial

elements in case of employment or exercise.
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Mission. The first mission of the Bundeswehr remains the defense of the German

territory within the concept of the NATO Alliance. The latter means that Germany will

protect and support the defense of the territory of NATO partners as a result of the

Alliance charter, when necessary. Furthermore, Germany envisions the growing

obligations towards missions in support of the United Nations (UN) policy, for protec-

tion of peace and support in distress. The Bundeswehr needs to be prepared for these

diverse missions, including the contribution to a international deployment of forces, if

the UN or Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) demand this.15 16

To support these missions, Germany differentiates two types of forces, MDF

(Hauptverteidigungskrafte) and CRF (Krisenreaktionskrdfte).

Main uerense Forces. The MDF will exist of three corps with in total 8 divisions and

three airborne brigades. I. Corps (Munster) with three divisions will be multinational and

have a German-Dutch corps staff. The 6. Division will contribute to the LANDJUT

Corps; II. Corps (Ulm) with three divisions will be bi-national and will cross-assign 5.

Division with V(US)Corps; IV. Corps (Potsdam) with two divisions will be national. The

core of the MDF will exist of partially active units. Some units will be fully reserve. The

units that contribute to the CRF will be fully active. The active and partially active units

build and fill the reserve units of the MDF. All together, about 50% of the main weapon

systems will be operated by reserve forces. 17

Crisis Reaction Forces. The contribution to the CRF will be generated out the active

units of the MDF. The German contribution exist of the three airborne brigades, a

mountain brigade, two heavy divisions, a division staff for air mobile forces, transport

helicopter brigade and logistical units. These forces can support the ACE Mobile Force

(AMF) with 26. Airborne Brigade, the Multinational Division Central (MND(C)) with 31.

Airbome Brigade, the ARRC with 7. Panzer Division, and the EuroCorps with 10. Divi-

sion. The CRF are an instrument of political crisis management and if necessary, will

contribute at the same time as guard or covering forces to allow the mobilization of the
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MDF. The CRF will have priority for modernization. For example, the light forces will

receive new armored transportation vehicles, a highly mobile reconnaissance vehicle,

and in the future new helicopters (TIGER). The heavy forces will receive the modified

LEOPARD 2 main battle tank (MBT), and new mechanized howitzers (Panzer Haubitze

2000).

The announced further cut in the Bundeswehr size could reduce the number of

brigades in the force structure.18 It is not likely that this will affect German contribution

to multi-national CRF, because the need for thesa units is strongly emphasized.

Conscription. The German army will, at least for the near future, remain consisting of a

mainly professional cadre with conscript soldiers. The conscripts are in service for 12

month. Chancellor Kohl announced a reduction of service time to 6 - 9 months.'9 This

could lead to a larger percentage of professionals, especially in the CRF. In political as

well as military cycles, the conscription model is increasingly discussed. Discussion

topics are, fairness of the system, when only a relatively small group of the youth has

to join; decreasing service time availaoie for training versus the diversity of tasks,

especially in CRF. For many Germans, however, conscription is still a safeguard for

popular control of the military. As a result, a change to a full professional army is not

expected in the near future.

Force Structure. The following description will depict the wartime organization of an

illustrative brigade, division and corps. It will focus on the mechanized brigade,

because it is the core maneuver unit of the uivisions; on the division and lastly on the

corps. Concurrently, the study will discuss shortly the battlefield operation systems

maneuver (doctrine), C2, intelligence, CS and CSS. An overview of strength and

equipment can be foLnd in appendix B.20

Brigade. The brigade is a fixed organization with organic maneuver, and CS

units. The maneuver units of the mechanized brigade consist of two armor and two

mechanized infantry battalions, a reconnaissance company, and an antitank company.
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The brigade has a fixed structure and holds organic CS units, e.g., an artillery battalion

and an armored engineer company. The brigade has 106 MBT Leopard 2, 106 IFV

Marder, 24 Mechanized howitzers M109 (in the CRF to be replaced by the highly

effective Panzer Haubitze 2000) and 15 ATFV Jagdpanzer. The total strength (war-

time) is 4636 soldiers, of which 3416 are fighters.

Division. The division is a fixed organization with organic maneuver, CS, CSS

and C2 units. The maneuver units of a division consist of three mechanized brigades, a

light infantry regiment, and a cavalry squadron. The division has 345 MBT, 318 IFV, 67

CFV, and 45 ATFV.

The CS units of the division are an engineer brigade, an artillery regiment and

an air defense regiment. The engineer brigade has two engineer support battalions,

two bridge battalions and two ABC decontamination battalions. The division owns a

variation of bridges, from combats bridge to floating bridges. The artillery regiment has

a battalion mechanized howitzers and a battalion MLRS. In total the division contains

96 Howitzers and 18 MLRS. The air defense regiment has two gun battalions (42

GEPARD 35mm).

The CSS of the division consist of four regiments, e.g., one supply, one repair,

one medical and one hospital regiment.

The C2 is guaranteed by the headquarters and a command support regiment.

In this regiment the communications, electronic warfare and military police units are

organized together. Lastly, the division has a supported by a C2 helicopter company

(BO 105).

The total strength of a division is almost 40,000 soldiers, of which 370/6 maneu-

ver, 29% CS, 21% CSS and 13% C2.

Corps Troops. The maneuver units at corps level are an airborne brigade, a

AT helicopter regiment, and a cavalry squadron. The airbome brigade has two airborne

infantry battalion and one airmobile anti-tank battalion. This battalion has 37 airmobile

armored ATFV (Wiesel) with TOW and 24 airmobile IFV (Wiesel) with 20mm gun. As a

result the brigade has good ground mobility and strong AT capability. The helicopter
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regiment has 45 AT helicopters and 15 observation helicopters. The cavalry squadron

has 54 wheeled light reconnaissance vehicles. Only 12% of the maneuver soldiers are

allocated at corps level.

The corps has very few organic CS units. Most of these units are organized in

the divisions. The corps has an air defense Regiment with short rpJnge air defense

(SHORAD) missiles, the ROLAND.

The CSS units of the corps are a C2 support brigade, a supply brigade (class III

& V), a logistical brigade, and a medical brigade. Recently, all the transportation

helicopters are pooled at Army level. A corps, however, can count on an average of 52

light and 32 medium transport helicopters, in peacetime organized at Army level.

The total strength of the corps troops is about 41,000 soldiers, of which almost

70% CSS.

Corps. The corps has a fixed structure and can consist of two or three

divisions and the above mentioned corps troops. A three division corps has a strength

of about 160,000, of which 31% maneuver, 23% CS, 33% CSS and 13% C2. In a three

division corps, 75% of the troops are under command of the division commanders. The

corps commander can directly influence the battle with the remaining 25% of the

troops.

Maneuver Doctrine. German military doctrine makes the distinction between the

strategic, operational and tactical C2. The corps level is part of the operational

command system; division and lower conduct tactical C2.21

Depending on whether terrain is to be held or seized, or whether it is to be

abandoned in order to create the necessary prerequisites for other operations, every

engagement is ci.aracterized by one of the following types of combat, defense, attack,

or delay. The purpose of the defense is to annihilate or destroy, if possible, strong

enemy forces and._ to hold a certain area against all attacks. Combat must be carried

into the depth of the enemy area right form the beginning. The purpose of an attack is

to annihilate or defeat enemy forces an.f 3 to seize terrain; in most cases, it is to bring
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about a decision. An attack requires the employment of maximum combat power at the

decisive point. Delaying actions provide the basis for other operations, if necessary, by

sacrificing terrain. Depending on the situation and intentions, the purpose is to gain

time, canalize enemy movement, wear down enemy forces, or protect friendly forces

against imminent destruction by superior enemy forces. A delaying action is not

intended to bring about a decision. It requires sufficient depth of the area.24

Deep Operations Capability. The deep operations capability of a corps and of its

divisions is limited to about 30 km, the range of the MLRS. The AT helicopters have no

forward line own troops (FLOT) crossing capability. In procurement are the attack

drone (codename TAIFUN), capable of fighting armor up to 150km beyond the FLOT

and an attack helicopter (codename TIGER) with FLOT crossing capability. However,

both will not be fielded, if at all, before the year 2000.

Intelligence. The German STAR system has improved over the years. At the moment

the 'Aufkldrungsverbund' (integrated STAR system) is high-tech and gives command-

ers at all levels a good capability to command and control effectively. There is human

intelligence at brigade and division level (cavalry) and at corps level (Long Range

Recce Patrol [LRRP]). Electronical warfare units are operating at division and corps

level. Radar systems support artillery and cavalry for target acquisition and reconnais-

sance. Furthermore, recently the drone CL289 is fielded for surveillance and target

acquisition up to 150km beyond the FLOT. In the future, the system will be further

enhanced by an RPV for the division level (KZO/Brevel), a counter battery radar

(COBRA) and unmanned ground sensors.2 5 A Joint Stars type radar and electronic

warfare plane (LAPAS) is deleted from the plan for budget reasons.

Command and Control. The German Army invented the mission-type order system

(Auftragstaktik), and still uses this way of command and control. The German army's

command post (CP) system has a tactical CP (TAC), a main CP (MAIN) and a rear CP
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command post (CP) system has a tactical CP (TAC), a main CP (MAIN) and a rear CP

(REAR) at corps and division level. Current operations are conducted from the TAC.

Planning, and synchronization are conducted from the MAIN, while sustainment and

rear operations are led from the REAR.

Like STAR, the amelioration of command and control with modem, digital

systems has the highest prority in the Army. The best STAR, and weapon systems

lose effectiveness, if the numerous data can not be transformed in time into useful

information for commanders and fire control officers. Nevertheless, the German

communications system Autoko lacks interoperability for data transmission with the

U.S., French, UK, and Dutch system. Therefore, the first three countries and Germany

work together to create an interface that makes it possible to communicate cross

nation without unwanted limitations."

Combat Support. The core of the CS system is arrayed at division level and below.

The brigades have organic engineers and an artillery battalion. The close relation

between maneuver and supporting units is considered more important than a flexible

system. The division has a huge engineer brigade with six battalions, an artillery

regiment, and an air defense regiment to weigh the main effort and fulfill divisional

tasks. 95% of the CS personnel is organized in units at division level and below. The

divisions will not be supported by corps level CS units. The short range missile

regiment (ROLAND) conducts air defense of the corps rear area in conjunction with

allied air force HAWKs and Patriots.

Combat Service Support. One of the major advantages for the German CSS system is,

that the theater of operations is their homeland. As a result, major parts of the CSS

system make use of fixed real estate. The new operational concept for the Central

Region has erased the clear vision of which units will fight where, but, the concept still

has advantages. However, the logistical system was not built for the support of CRF
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out-of-area. Therefore, parts of the system will be rebuilt and more logistical units will

be have an active status than planned before.

Brigades do not have their organic logistic support. They will be supported by

the division. The corps commander directly controls about 50% of the logistical

capacity. The other 50% is controlled by the division commanders. The support system

is a functional system. The supply & transportation system, the maintenance system

and the medical system operate more or less independently throughout the corps.

Priorities are set at the different levels by the tactical commanders.

Dutch Forces.

General. Uke the German forces, the Dutch forces are undergoing significant change.

In January 1993, Secretary of Defense Ter Beek, published his Defense Priorities

Review, a review of the Defense White Paper of Spring 1991. The White Paper

announced a reorganization and reduction of the armed forces. The reorganization had

to make the troops more mobile and flexible; as a result, a mechanized brigade is

transforming into a light airmobile brigade. The reduction was possible as a result of

the decreasing threat from the East, and necessary to pay the reorganization. Howev-

er, because a major threat could not be ruled out (the Soviet Union still existed), the

minimum army forces were supposed to be the two division I.(NL)Corps. This corps

should be transformed into a bi-national corps by cross-assigning a division with

I.(GE)Corps by 1995.27

The review of the White Paper was announced when this paper was published.

The following discussion will focus on the new plans, as announced in the Defense

Priorities Review.

Mission. Secretary Ter Beek reveals in the Review "More than ever before defense

efforts will have to be geared to crisis management tasks, which encompass both

peacekeeping and peace-enforcing operations. Not only are the armed forces indis-

pensable for allied defense, it is increasingly recognized that they can contribute to
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international stability and the provision of humanitarian aid."0 The main tasks of the

armed forces can be summarized as follows:

" To carry out crisis management operations as part of Dutch security policy;

"* To protect the integrity of national and allied territory and to protect national

territory against threats resulting from the participation in crisis management

operations.

In the future the Dutch armed forces will be capable of:

* Maintaining a capacity for simultaneous participation in a maximum of four

peacekeeping operations (UN or CSCE) with a battalion or equivalent size;

* Maintaining rapidly deployable assets in peacetime for the protection of the NATO

treaty area and for an adequate contribution to peace-enforcing operations. For this

purpose larger units may be required, such as the airmobile brigade, a light [sic]

or a mechanized brigade;

* Maintaining the capacity and the infrastructure to generate sufficient forces for the

allied defensive potential in case of a major threat against NATO territory.

Crisis Reaction Forces. Paramount in the new organization is its effectiveness and the

direct deployability of units intended for crisis management operations. Secretary Ter

Beek announced that all the active forces could be used as CRF. The new security

situation and increasing emphasis on crisis management will lead to further reductions

in the army's peace and wartime organizations. The reductions must be complemented

by further integration in multinational structures, such as the MND(C) and the German-

Dutch I. Corps.

The Army units available as CRF are three separate brigades, e.g., an

airmobile brlgadeO, the armored cavalry brigade (ACB) and a mechanized brigade.

Furthermore, CS units like an engineer battalion, and an air defense battery, CSS units

like a transport battalion, and C2 units like a signal battalion, EW assets, RPV or MP

can contribute. The air mobile brigade's prime mission is to operate as CRF as part of

the four brigade MND(C). Secretary Ter Beek offered the brigade also to the Euro-
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Corps, with priority for the MND(C). The other CRF units are not predestinated to a

certain command structure.

Main Defense Forces. The Dutch contribution to the MDF will consist of one mecha-

nized division, and additional corps troops. The mechanized division consists of the

ACB and two mechanized brigades. Through 1998, a third mechanized brigade will be

kept in the organization. By then, a decision will be made if the brigade will remain in

the wartime organization of the Dutch forces. The air mobile brigade will also be part of

the corps troops. All the units will be part of the L.(GE/NL)Corps with its headquarters

in MOnster, Germany. Besides the ACB and essential contributions for the corps staff

to operate, all units will have their barracks in the Netherlands. The 41. ACB remains,

and the Dutch part of the Corps staff will be, stationed in Germany.

The above mentioned CRF units are also part of the MDF. One of the tenets,

formulated for the Dutch contribution to peacekeeping and peace-enforcing specifies,

that in the event of a direct threat to the territory of the Netherlands or the NATO treaty

area, the defense of these territories will receive the highest priority. About half of the

personnel of the wartime organization of the MDF will be reserve forces.

Conscription. After careful consideration the Dutch govemment has decided to place

the armed forces, which currently consist partly of conscripts, on an all-volunteer

footing. The requisite direct deployability of units for crisis management operations has

been the determining factor in this decision. After a five years transition period the

obligation to enlist will, to all intents and purposes, be abolished or suspended. In 1998

the Army will be an all-voluntary force. In order to reduce the conscription burden to a

minimum during the transition period, the time spent under arms is to be reduced from

twelve to nine months for most conscripts with effect of 1994. However, already in

1993 part of the Army is all-volunteer. For example, the newiy built airmobile brigade

has only voluntary soldiers in its organization.
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Force Structure. The following description will depict the wartime organization of the

ACB and a mechanized brigade, of the 1 .(NL)Division, and of the corps troops.

Concurrently, the study will shortly discuss the battlefield operation systems. An

overview of strength and equipment can be found in appendix C.31

Brigade. The brigade is a fixed organization with organic maneuver, CS, and

CSS units. It can be compared with the U.S. separate brigade. The structure of the

ACB and the mechanized brigades only differs in the types of battalions assigned. The

ACB has a cavalry squadron, a tank battalion, and two mechanized infantry battalions.

The mechanized brigade has two tank and two mechanized infantry battalions. The CS

units in the brigade are a artillery battalion, an armored engineer company, mostly for

mobility operations, and a mechanized air defense battery. The CSS units are a

supply, a maintenance and a medical company. The brigades will be able to conduct

independent operations for at least 24 hours.

The ACB holds 67 MBT Leopard 2, 98 IFV YPR 765 25mm, 80 CFV (armored,

wheeled), 24 ATFV YPR 765 TOW, 20 howitzers M109, and 10 SP armored AD gun

systems 35mm (Leopard). The mechanized brigade holds 108 MBT, 84 IFV, 40 CFV,

24 ATFV, and 20 howitzers and 10 AD guns of the same types. The wartime strength

of the ACB is about 4000 soldiers, of which 2200 are fighters; the strength of a

mechanized brigade is about 4000 soldiers, of which 2200 contribute to maneuver.

Division. The division has a fixed organization with organic maneuver, CS,

CSS, and C2 units. The maneuver units of the division consist of the ACB and three

mechanized brigades, a cavalry squadron, and a LRRP company. The division holds

404 MBT, 364 I FV, 250 CFV, and 96 ATFV.

The CS units of the division are an artillery regiment, two engineer battalions,

two specialized engineer companies, a mechanized air defense battalion, and three

light gun companies. The artillery regiment contains two battalions mechanized, and

two battalions towed howitzers, and two batteries MLRS. The engineer battalions are

armored; the engineer units have a variation of bridges and equipment; they also
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possess little ABC decontamination capability. In total the division contains 168

howitzers, 20 MLRS and 80 AD guns and additional stingers.

The CSS units consist of two combined supply and transportation battalions, a

maintenance battalion, a medical and a hospital battalion.

The C2 units of the division are a signal battalion, an EW company, a RPV

company, and a MP company. The division has no organic helicopters.

The total (wartime) strength of the division is about 27000 soldiers, of which

33% maneuver, 33% CS, 27% CSS and 7% C2.

Corps Troops. The maneuver units at corps level are the airmobile brigade

and a special forces (SF) company. The airmobile brigade will consist of three light

infantry battalions with light strike vehicles and several types of AT weapons, and

organic CS and CSS units. The brigade will get OPCON over two attack helicopter

battalions and one transport helicopter battalion, that are Air Force units. In 1995 the

unit will have its first 7 CH47D Chinook transport helicopters. In 1996 the first ten

attack helicopters will be fielded. In 2000 the strength will be 13 CH47D and 17

light/medium (like UH-60), and 40 attack helicopters. When the unit is fully operational,

it is capable of air assault operations.

The precise type and number of CS and CSS corps troops has not been

determined yet. Most likely, the Dutch will not contribute with CS units and will field

some CSS units. The C2 units will consist of three or four signal battalions, some MI

units and a MP company. The total Dutch contribution to the corps troops will be about

11000 soldiers (tentative!).

Maneuver Doctrine. Dutch military doctrine makes distinction between the strategic,

operational, and tactical level of war. The corps operates on the operational level;

divisions and lower on the tactical level of war.3 According to Dutch doctrine, the

corps, fighting on the operational level conduct offensive or defensive operations.

Divisions conduct offensive battles, defensive battles or delaying operations to fulfill its

mission. The purpose of the defensive battles is to hold key terrain, by canalizing,
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disrupting and finally blocking the opponent. The purpose of the delay is to stall and

disrupt the enemy over a certain time and space to set the conditions for an attack or

defense. The purpose of the offensive is to seize key terrain and3 deprive the

enemy's capability and will to fight.'

Deep Operations Capability. The deep operations capability of the division is limited to

about 30 km, the range of the MLRS. When the attack helicopters are fielded, the

corps deep operations capability will be extended using these helicopters, that will

have FLOT crossing capabilities.

Intelligence. The divisional STAR system is consequently improved over the years, and

is now high-tech. There is human intelligence at battalion (cavalry), and division level

(cavalry and LRRP). An EW system, developed in cooperation with the German army,

is fielded at divisional level. A radar system supports target acquisition for artillery.

In the near future, an RPV company and unmanned ground sensors will be

fielded. Furthermore, maneuver battalions will get specialized armored vehicles for

artillery observers. The corps will be supported by a SF company, that has deep

humint surveillance, laser designation, and deep strike capabilities.

Command and Control. The Dutch command and control system makes us of mission-

type orders. The CP system differs from the U.S. and German system. Divisions and

corps have a double TAC and a double MAIN. One of each CP is active; the other

moves. Databases provide each type CP with equal information. The TAC conducts

current operations; the MAIN conducts planning, synchronization, rear operations and

sustainment control.

The communication system ZODIAC with the three basic systems, e.g., area

network telephone system (secure), combat net radio and digital distribution data, is

fielded. Some satellite communication (TACSATCOM) systems are fielded, mostly for

CRF. The system will be enhanced with single channel radio access and military
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satellite communication. Artillery and air defense are procuring warning and battle

control systems. At present, the communication systems ZODIAC and the German

Autoko have interoperability limited to voice.

Combat Support. In principle all the combat support systems for the Dutch division will

be organic. The brigades have limited organic capabilities, that have to be supported

by divisional units. For example, the equipment of the brigade armored engineer

company is focused on mobility operations. The brigade will be supported by divisional

armored engineer units with a focus on counter mobility and survivability. The Dutch

have not planned to field CS units at corps level.

Combat Service Suoport. The CSS system has a functional character, at brigade,

division and corps level. Priorities are set by the tactical commanders. Brigades have

organic CSS that make them capable for independent operation for about 24 hours.

The division has also organic CSS capability that will give them a capacity for self

sustainment of at least 72 hours. There will be some CSS elements at corps level to

support corps troops in the rear area.

Section II

Plans for Bi-national Corps

This section will discuss the plans that the German and U.S. army, as well as

the German and the Dutch army have developed for the bi-national corps. Germany

and the U.S. have signed Memoranda of Understanding. Germany and the Nether-

lands have signed a declaration of intention to create a combined corps. The plans are

is still developing; the Corps will be operational in 1995. This year, however, the first

results of the planning will be executed.35
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Cross-Assignment of German and U.S. Divisions: Two Bi-national Corps.

General. For the purpose of implementing of Military Committee (MC) 317 (NATO force

structures for the mid 90s and beyond), and to promote interoperability between the

respective Corps, the U.S. and Germany will create a German-led and a U.S.-led bi-

national Corps. These Main Defense Corps will be primarily employed in the Central

Region of the NATO territory.

Basic Terms and Conditions. Germany will provide the 5. Division to the U.S.-led V

Corps and the U.S. will provide 3rd Infantry Division to the German-led I1. Corps. The

divisions will have organic combat support and sufficient logistic elements to sustain

them. The leading nation will provide the corps troops. Doctrine and tactics will remain

a national responsibility within the framework of Allied Tactical Publication (ATP)-35.

Command and Control. All organic units designated to the Corps will remain under

national control. Upon Transfer of Authority (TOA) by the Defense Planning Committee

(DPC), the units will come under Operational Control of the lead nation.

To facilitate the C2 of the OPCON division, staff personnel will be exchanged at

corps level in peace, crisis and war, based on the principle of reciprocity. A limited

number of officers and NCO's will serve as full-time staff during periods of peace, crisis

and war, in the staff areas G2 (Intelligence), G3 (Operations), CS, G4 (CSS) and G6

(Communication and Information Systems). During exercises, crisis and war, additional

personnel will be exchanged. The exchange does not eliminate the need for regular

exchange of liaison teams to maintain coordination and cooperation between corps

and divisions.

Communication and Information Systems (CIS). Corps will install and maintain its own

national CIS and will execute overall CIS management responsibility. The OPCON

division will install and maintain its own national CIS. CIS field training is vital and will

be conducted in accordance with the overall training schedule. As long as the inter-
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operability between CIS systems is not guaranteed, communication systems and/or

liaison officers will be exchanged between Corps and the OPCON division.

Military Intelligence and Electronic Warfare. Divisions designated to the bi-national

corps will possess sufficient intelligence and electronic warfare resources to meet the

needs of the division commander. After TOA, the lead-corps will be responsible for

integrating divisional resources into the corps intelligence system.

Training and Exercises. Training will generally remain a national responsibility.

Subordinate divisions will continue to train and conduct operations according to their

national training doctrine and standards. The corps staffs will exchange planning and

training/exercise directives in order to develop combined tr ,ning and exercise

programs with the aim to promote interoperability. Planning of combined train-

ing/exercises should be mission oriented. Corps commanders will have the opportunity

to look at training events in the divisions OPCON in wartime and during exercises.

Logistical and Medical SupDort. Each nation remains resonsible for providing logistical

and medical support for its units and personnel. However, duplication and redundancy

should be avoided. Procedures for cross-national supports should be established

based on the principles of reciprocity, or by providing items and services of equal

value.

Integration of German and Dutch Forces in I.(GE/NL)Corps.

General. After the Dutch White Paper 1991, the original concept was to cross-assign

divisions between l.(GE)Corps and I.(NL)Corps, based upon the same principles as

mentioned above for the U.S.-led and German-led bi-national Corps. -However, the

further reduction of Dutch armed forces, announced in the Priorities Review of January

1993, made the plans changing. No longer will the Dutch have their own Corps;

however, they will contribute with 1 .(NL)Division, part of the corps troops and part of
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the corps staff to the l.(GE/NL)Corps. Furthermore, the commander of the Corps will

alternate between Germany and the Netherlands. Through this provision, the Nether-

lands will still be able to operate at corps level.

Basic Terms and Conditions. The concept of the corps is not clear. Yet, Germany and

the Netherlands are still negotiating. However, an intention statement has been signed.

By the end of this year, a detailed structure and organization will be determined.

Progressive integration of the two existing corps staff will start in 1994; the Corps

should be established in 1995. It is clear that the integration of two Corps into one is

more difficult than the less committal cross-assignment that was planned earlier.

Nevertheless, some ideas about the concept will be presented. 3

Command and Control. TOA for allied formation will generally occur on the DPC

decision. The commander relatlonship before TOA is not determined yet. From TOA

on, all allied units designed for attachment will be under Operational Command

(OPCOM) of the commander of the 1.(GE/NL)Corps.

Currently, l.(GE)Corps commands in peacetime three divisions, an airborne

brigade and corps troops. 6.Division will transfer to the LANDJUT Corps from TOA on.

The 7.Panzer Division and 31 Airborne brigade have employment options in the ARRC

and the MND(C). The Dutch contribution to the Corps will be 1 .(NL)Division, 11 .(NL)-

Airmobile brigade and 33% of the corps troops of the l.(GE/NL)Corps. The airmobile

brigade has, like the German airt-..me brigade, employment options in the MND(C) as

crisis reaction force.

Exchange of Staff Personnel. Th..; equality of the national contribution to the corps staff

will be shown both in quality and quantity. The staff functions will be equally divided,

taken into account the importance of the function; in general 50% of the staff personnel

will be contributed by each country.
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The concept of training, logistics, medical support, CIS will be equal to the bi-

national U.S.-led and German-led Corps.

Summary

Section I discussed the developments in the U.S., German, and Dutch army, as

far as they are related to the multinational corps discussion. The forward presence of

U.S. forces in Europe will reduce; the structure of German and Dutch forces will

change significantly. The structure and doctrine of U.S. Corps is strongly influenced by

the need to be able to operate all over the world. Therefore, the structure is flexible

and is build to tailor forces to the mission. The structure of German and Dutch forces is

more fixed. All CS and CSS components are organic to brigade and division. As a

result, the corps level has only limited CS and CSS capabilities. Section II described

the plans for the new multinational corps of the MDF. One German and one U.S. corps

will cross-assign each a division from TOA. In peacetime, these units will train

together, some personnel is already exchanged in peacetime. Training and logistics,

however, remain basically a national responsibility. The German and Dutch will build a

integrated corps. The corps staff is already effective in peacetime. In principle, the

divisions will be assigned from TOA. Most of the provisions are equal to those of the

German - U.S. corps. The following chapter will compare and contrast these concepts

with the frame of reference, that this study addressed in chapter IV.
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CHAPTER VI

EVALUATION

Combined operations is an art, not a science.'
Lieutenant General Yeosock, 1991

General Yeosock made this statement while serving as U.S. Army component

commander during Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm. This evaluation will compare

capabilities, strengths, doctrine and other 'facts'. The real strength of military opera-

tions is, however, that it is an art more than a science. As an art, this implies that

soldiers can and will make the operations work, although they might scientifically not

be the most optimal solution! General Yeosock also concluded, that each operation

with allies or coalition partners will bring its own unique challenges. This chapter will

evaluate what the unique challenges of our bi-national corps are. The evaluation will

consist of three steps. Step one is an evaluation of the structure of the bi-national

corps. Step two is an internal evaluation of the battlefield functions within the three

corps. Step three is an external evaluation of the capacities of the three bi-national

corps.

Section I

Structure

Basic Models. Chapter IV identified two basic models to create bi-national corps, the

lead-nation model and the integrated model. The German-led and the U.S.-led Corps

will be build by cross-assigning divisions. They clearly use the former model. The
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German-Netherlands Corps will follow the basic principles of the LANDJUT Corps. If

one considers the premises of building the three corps, the chosen basic models are in

fact the only feasible solutions. V(US)Corps has to be capable of executing contin-

gency operations out-of-area as a CRF. This study already discussed that a lead-

nation model would be the only feasible way to support this option. The Dutch will no

longer have their own corps. Therefore, integrating with the I. German Corps will give

them an opportunity to retain corps status. The German forces want to be capable

supporting multinational CRF at the divisional level. The Germans will have that

capability with both Corps structures; for example, 7. Panzer Division, part of the

German-Netherlands 1. Corps, will have employment options in the ARRC; 10. Division,

part of I1. German-U.S. Corps (German-led), will have employment options in the Euro-

Corps. All these options can be supported with the chosen basic structures of the three

Corps.

Level of Integration. The best way to build a multinational unit is by using national

divisions as building blocks. The UN operation in Korea and NATO's peacetime

experiences in Germany taught, that integration of forces at brigade or regimental level

is possible, if these units have sufficient organic CS and CSS.

The three bi-national Corps do not violate this principles. These Main Defense

Corps are built using divisions as building blocks. Some units of the corps, however,

also contribute to CRF. The Americans intend to do so with divisions or the complete

V. Corps. The Germans with units up to the divisional level. The Germans plan to

support CRF, including support of UN operations, with airbome, and/or mountain

brigades with employment options in a German light division KLK (Kommando

Luftbewegliche Kr~fte) and in the MND(C). The Dutch want to support CRF, including

the UN, with their airmobile brigade, a Armored Cavalry Brigade (ACB) or a mecha-

nized brigade.

According to NATO studies, the employment of brigades in a multinational

structure is not the most effective way to work. According to the Korea experience, it
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could work, because all the units concerned do have their organic CS and CSS.

Notwithstanding, it would be of great support, if the employment options of the units

involved are know in peacetime and limited to only a few.

The German force structure has adopted this principle. It allows only two

employment options for a unit to train for, one as part of the MDF, and one as part of a

CRF. For example, 31. Airborne Brigade could be employed as the airborne brigade of

I. Corps (MDF), or as one of the brigades of the MND(C)(CRF); 23. Mountain brigade

could be employed as a brigade of 1. Mountain division (MDF), or as one of the light

brigade of the KLK (CRF).

Conversely, the Dutch have four employment options for their airmobile

brigade. The brigade could be employed as part of the corps troops of I.(GE/NL) Corps

(MDF); as part of the MND(C) (CRF); as part of the EuroCorps (CRF); or independent-

ly in a coalition (CRF). Limited available training time demands prioritizing of the

employment options. Because the brigade's most likely employment option is apparent-

ly out-of-area, independent operations or operations within the .uroCorps might be

more important to train for than operations within the MND(C)2 or in the l.(GE/NL)

Corps. The commander MND(C), for example, might have an other perception.

The Dutch Defense Priorities Review identifies independent operations [within

a coalitionp as an employment option for the ACE and the mechanized brigade as

CRF. For operations in the low spectrum of the operational continuum, this could be

feasible. It is questionable, whether heavy forces are best for these types of opera-

tions. For peace-enforcing, the brigades should operate in a divisional structure.' This

would support training and effectiveness of heavy units as CRF, if CRF employment

options were known already in peacetime. For example, a good employment option for

the Dutch mechanized brigade could be in the 7. Panzer Division, that has only two

brigades in its basic structure.5 This division has employment options with the ARRC.

Corps Troops. In principle, the corps troops in a lead-nation corps are natonal troops

of the leading nation. The corps troops in the integrate corps consist of troops of both

nations that participate in the corps.
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Lead-nation Model. In the U.S.-led corps, the corps troops will obviously be

American. The German division, employed in the American Corps, does have organic

CS and CSS to operate independently for some days without support from the corps

level. The German-led corps has no CS units at the corps level to support the divi-

sions.6 The German structure employs all the supporting CS organic in the divisions.

The cross-assigned U.S. division will bring its organic divisional CS as well as a U.S.

corps slice of CS. Furthermore, besides the organic German corps CSS troops, a U.S.

Corps Support Group (CSG) and a medical group (MG) will be employed in the corps

rear area supporting the cross-assigned U.S. division. Hence the principle of a lead-

nation corps is, that one nation employs all the corps troops, this principle has to be

violated to support a U.S. division.

Integrated Model. The idea of an integrated corps is that the corps troops

consist of both nation's troops. As long as interoperability is low, CSS units would

support only national troops. The CS could be organized in a mixed way, e.g., corps

level units supporting national troops, or in a role specialization model. As stated in

chapter IV, the latter would be preferable. The German-Netherlands Corps has no

corps CS units to support the divisions, besides a German air defense regiment,

supported by a Dutch TRIAD (Hawk, Patriot) unit. These units primarily defend corps

rear area; the TRIAD unit will cover part of the divisional area's as well. This mutual

support could be seen as a form of role specialization. The German unit is responsible

for SHORAD, the Dutch for the air defense in the medium and higher levels. The

logistical forces consist of both German and Dutch troops. In principle, they will support

their own national troops. As far as possible, they will also support each other.

Versatility. Versatility is the inherent ability of tactical units to adapt to different

missions and tasks, some of which may originally be not beforehand identified. It is an

essential character of the units that have MDF and CRF tasks. The necessary

versatility is well build in the structure of the three Corps and their units at different

levels. The flexibility of the U.S. Corps structure--it is not a fixed organization--gives the
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Corps the potential to fight different types of conflict, within different command

structures, at many places in the world. The German divisions have plenty organic CS

and CSS capabilities to operate under different corps command structures. The Dutch

brigades, supported by organic CS and CSS, have a same capability at a lower level.

The structure of a unit, however, is only a conditional element of versatility. Profession-

alism, training, discipline, competency, and the availability of equipment, tailored for

different tasks are important elements of versatility. However, versatility has its limits.

Section II

Intemal Evaluation

The big issue conceming the bi-national Corps is to identify the areas where

interoperability problems might occur. Only when identified, these areas become the

challenges for the soldiers to make combined operations work. This section will

evaluate the corps, using the model of the Blueprint of the Battlefield. First, however,

this section will discuss whether the mission of the three forces might lead to friction or

conflict of interest.

Mission. All three countries identify defense of the NATO territory in the Central

Region, and peacekeeping/peace-enforcing contingency operations part of their

mission. However, emphasis is different. The Americans will retain forward deployed

forces in Central Europe to maintain the viability of the Alliance, to promote peaceful

progress in Europe and to permit timely reinforcement of Europe should there be a

reemergence of a significant threat. For these reasons, they also maintain most of their

forward operating bases in Central Europe. Furthermore, forward deployed forces

could support out-of-area contingencies. The Germans identify the defense of their,

and NATO, territory as the first and most important mission for German forces. They

envision furthermore the growing obligations toward the UN and CSCE, to deploy
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forces for protection of peace or support in distress. The Dutch identify as their most

likely mission the carrying out of crisis management operations, e.g., support of

international peacekeeping or peace-enforcing efforts. They will maintain the capacity

and the infrastructure to generate sufficient forces for the allied defense. Should the

latter be necessary, this operation will have priority; employed CRF will be called back

to Europe and operate as part of the MDF.

These different emphasis in the missions of national troops do not really harm

the employment of MDF. When a significant threat would reemerge in Central Europe,

all three nations will emphasize employment of their forces in the Central Region. A

problem might occur with units that have employment options in the ARRC or MND(C),

as well as in the Main Defense Corps. A future crisis in Europe will initially demand for

limited and rapid deployment of forces. As a result, the RF will be engaged first. When

later on the employment of MDF is necessary, the units with double employment

options are already committed. The question is, when, if at all, and in what condition,

the units committed in the RF will be available for the MDF. This dilemma might occur,

as an example, for 7. Panzer Division, with employment options in the ARRC and in

I.(GE/NL) Corps; or, for 11 .(NL) Airmobile brigade, and 31 .(GE) Airborne brigade, both

with employment options in the MND(C) and in l.(GE/NL) Corps.

Combat Power.

The figures used for this evaluation are derived from appendices A, B, and C.

Maneuver. This evaluation will touch two areas, e.g., the relation of divisional capabili-

ties and their missions, and doctrine.

Capability Versus Mission. The different divisions of the three corps have

the following wartime capabilities.
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MBT IFV CFV ATFV AH personnel

U.S. Armor 348 216 100 48 36 8300
U.S. Mech 290 270 100 60 36 8600
GE 345 318 67 45 0 14800
NL 404 364 250 96 0 93007

- Table 1: Organic Maneuver Capabilities of Divisions -

The U.S. division consists of three ground maneuver brigades. The German

division contains three ground maneuver brigades and a light infantry regiment. The

Dutch division will have four brigades, at least until 1998, three mechanized brigades

and one ACB. The U.S. brigades are task organized; the German and Dutch brigades

have a fixed organization. All the divisions have an cavalry battalion/squadron in the

division; the U.S. cavalry squadron (mechanized & aviation) is part of an aviation

brigade. These configurations will give all the divisions good capabilities for all types of

heavy operations, like attack, or defense, delay, or guard.

Comparing the numbers of maneuver soldiers in the divisions, the German is by

far the strongest. The extra 5000 - 6000 soldiers in the division are mostly infantrymen.

Not only has the division an extra light infantry regiment; the strength of infantry in the

maneuver brigades is larger too. As a result, the German division has better capabili-

ties for a more stationary defense, for operations in wooded areas, and for operations

in urban terrain (MOUT). Normally, the division will be supported with anti-tank

helicopters form the corps. These helicopters have no cross-FLOT capability. The AT-

helicopters strengthen the division's defensive capability.

The U.S. division has an organic aviation brigade. This gives the divisions a

better deep operations capability. The 36 attack helicopters have a cross-FLOT

capability to attack enemy concentrations of tanks and other high priority targets well

before they can influence the close battle. This capability makes the division very

effective for attack and mobile defense.
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The Dutch division with three mechanized brigades and a ACB will have many

fighting vehicles in the organization. The division will consist of more than 1100 tanks

and other armored vehicles, as opposed to less than 800 in the other divisions. As a

result, the division will have capabilities to operate in larger areas of operation. The

number of vehicles favors guard/covering force missions or delaying operations. The

number of tanks and anti-tank weapons makes the Dutch division also very capable for

(counter)attacks. If understood, this variety of capabilities of the different divisions will

give corps planners tools for creative tactical planning. Using them well, the mix of

units will enhance the effectiveness of the corps!

Doctrine. "Harmonized doctrine throughout NATO is the ideal aim," was one of

the conclusions of the frame of reference. A new, updated ATP-35A could help to

harmonize our doctrine. To show, that our doctrine diverged over the years, this

section will discuss, as an example, a few subjects concerning doctrine.

Levels of War. All three Armies make the distinction between the strategic,

operational, and tactical levels of war. According to U.S. military doctrine, a forward

presence corps, like V Corps, normally conducts operations at the tactical level.

According to German and Dutch doctrine, the Corps conducts operations at the

operational level; divisions and brigades conduct operations on the tactical level. All

this seems very semantic. It is not, because this concept influenced the way the

different Armies organized their corps. An U.S. division has a fixed organization, but

needs support from Corps for CS, CSS and C2. German and Dutch divisions, in

contrast, have about all necessary CS, CSS and C2 organic in their organization.

Maneuver CS CSS C2  total

U.S. 36% 59% 75% 61% 56%
GE 12% 5% 53% 270/6 25%

Table 2: Percentage of Troops at Corps Level -

Identifying the percentage of troops at the corps level as opposed to at the

divisional level, the bulk of CS, CSS and CV is in direct influence of the U.S. Corps
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commander. He, as a tactical commander, can weigh the main effort not only by

tailoring the mission and area of operation (AO) of his divisions, or by corps deep

operations; he also can tailor the amount of CS, CSS and C' to different divisions. As

a result, a U.S. Corps commander has more direct influence on the battles. Considered

to work at the operational level, the Germans and the Dutch corps commanders take

more distance; they tailor mission and AO. German and Dutch doctrine, however,

identifies the division as a more or less independent unit to fight its battles. That is why

a German or Dutch division is tailored to conduct operations logistically independent

for about three days.

As a result, the U.S. corps has more inherent flexibility. As a corps, it will have

more versatility. U.S. corps are not specifically build for the European theater, they

must be capable of fighting anywhere in the world. This versatility will be an important

character in the new operational environment in the Central Region. In the bi-national

corps this flexibility will decrease significantly. The U.S. will cross-assign 3rd Infantry

Division to II(GE) Corps with 'sufficient CS, CSS and C2.' The corps will support the

division with a corps slice. This means that the divisional strength will grow from

17,000 to about the double strength." As a result, the capability to tailor the force in

the U.S.-led corps will decrease.

Purpose of Operations. Another distinct difference of doctrine is the purpose of

offensive and defensive operations. The U.S. doctrine focuses on the enemy; the

German and Dutch focus more on terrain. For example, U.S. FM 100-5, Operations

states, 'The immediate purpose of the defense is to defeat an enemy attack.-" The

German HDv 100/100, Command and Control of Armed Forces states, "The purpose of

the defense is to annihilate or destroy, if possible, strong enemy forces and to hold a

certain area against all attacks."'° The Dutch VS 2-1386, Gevechtshandleiding states,

'The purpose of defensive battles is to deprive the enemy the entrance in, but at least

the way through, key terrain, by canalizing, disrupting and finally blocking the oppo-

nent."" This different focus must be seen in an historic perspective. In the perceived

East-West conflict, German and Dutch territory was at stake. Since the Civil War, the
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U.S. fought its conflicts always on the territory of other countries. From this

perspective, the Germans and Dutch will not give up territory as easily as U.S. forces

would. All three Armies perceive defense in depth favorable over forward defense;

however, the Germans and Dutch identify that often the space may not be available to

choose this option. Different perception of what the purpose of operations is, and how

they should be fought, could hamper the cohesiveness in a bi-national corps, if not

communicated well.

Organizing the Battlefield. A last example of not yet harmonized doctrine is the

way the three countries organize the battlefield. U.S. commanders will usually fight

deep, close and rear operations simultaneously in a manner that appears to the enemy

as one continuous operation. The close, deep, and rear operations are led from

different command posts, the TAC, MAIN and REAR, and synchronized by one, the

MAIN. Deep operations are executed at the theater, corps and divisional level with

fires, lethal and non-lethal, maneuver, and protection. U.S. corps and divisions both

have organic maneuver, CS and C2 means to conduct deep operations, corps beyond

100 km, and divisions up to about 30 km beyond the FLOT. Dutch and German forces

recognize the essence of deep operations, but they identify them as a more integrated

part of the division's and cors' operations. The German and Dutch do not lead their

deep or rear operations from different command posts; they plan and support from the

MAIN and control the current battle from the TAC. Their capabilities for deep opera-

tions at the divisional level have the same depth (MLRS and EW), but lack attack

helicopter assets to attack moving targets. At the corps level, the Germans and Dutch

do have organic maneuver troops to conduct deep operations (airbome, airmobile

brigades and special forces), but they lack fire support. The Germans, though, do plan

to acquire an attack drone system, TAIFUN, comparable with the ATACMS. However,

this system will not be operational before the end of this decade. The Dutch will field,

starting in 1996, attack helicopters with FLOT crossing capability to support their air

mobile brigade.
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Different doctrine has led to a different organization of the battlefield; it has also

led to a different CP concapt of U.S., German and Dutch forces. In the near term, U.S.

forces focus more on deep operations than German and Dutch forces. This might lead

to an unbalance in the bi-national German-U.S. Corps. To integrate the different CP

concepts, significant training efforts will be needed. Command Post exercises (CPX)

will be a useful tool to streamline these combined operations.

The two areas conceming maneuver will give an indication of the similarities and

differences of U.S., German, and Dutch maneuver forces and doctrine. The purpose is

not to create equal structures and doctrine. This would neglect the essential cultural

influence in force development and doctrine. The purpose is to leam about each others

forces and doctrine to be able to harmonize our effort. Obviously, German and Dutch

doctrine is closer related, and shows more similarities, than German and U.S. doctrine.

This implies that it will be easier to cooperate at lower levels of force for Dutch and

German forces. For example, after some training, a Dutch brigade could fight effective-

ly in a German division. Harmonized doctrine, tuned to an updated NATO doctrinal

manual ATP-35(A), would support combined operations further. Combined training,

however, is the most important tool to make combined operations work. Combined

training should Consist of CPXs as well as of Field Training Exercises (FTX). The lower

the level of integration of force, the more need there is for FTX!

Firepower. Firepower consists of maneuver and fire support. The manuver part of

firepower is discussed before. Our divisions will have the following fire support

capabilities.

Howitzer MLRS

U.S. 72 9
U.S. w/spt12  132 21
GE 96 18
NL 168 20

- Table 3: Fire support capabilities divisions -
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A U.S. division has significantly less organic fire support; with support of the

corps fire support slice, however, the number of tubes increases. It seems that the

Germans have less fire support available than other nation's divisions. There are fewer

tubes available, but the Germans will field automatic loading weapon systems in some

heavy brigades.1 3 One battery of these howitzers (Panzer Haubitze 2000) will have

about the same capability as one battalion of M109s. With eight howitzer battalions,

the Dutch divisional fire support is strong.

Only in the U.S. corps does the corps commander haves the ability to weigh his

main effort with fire support. It would increase the flexibility and versatility of the other

corps, if more fire support was available at the corps level. This study concluded

before, that, because CS is never held in reserve, CS should always train and execute

operations in an international environment. Cross-national fire support is only possible,

if the fire support C2 systems are interoperable. Momentarily, the three nations

developed and fielded/are fielding their own systems, TACFIRE (U.S.), ADLER (GE),

and VUIST (NL). Interoperability of these systems is essential for effective fire support

of our troops.14

Protection. Fratricide is the component of protection, particularly of importance in a

multinational unit. As a result of the increasing role of the press, fratricide has the

potential to hamper the cohesiveness of alliance forces. Fratricide is much more likely

to occur in the new environment in Central Europe, using a fluid battlefield concept,

than it was in the 'layer cake' concept. Therefore, prevention of fratricide should be

high on our multinational checklist. Multinational training, interoperable battlefield

control system, and the use of satellite navigation are instruments to prevent fratricide.

The U.S. is currently developing active ('IFF') and passive systems to prevent fratricide

of combat vehicles. Intemational cooperation with allies, especially with those who will

work together in the same corps, should be stimulated.
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Leadership. The most essential dynamic of combat power is competent and confident

leadership. Understanding of capabilities and limitations of national forces in combined

operations, commanders visits and effective communication are essential for leader-

ship to be effective.

Our bi-national corps do have all the ingredients to be led by effective leader-

ship. Commanders will be trained and will have experience working with the other

nations forces; staff officers will be cross-assigned already in peacetime; in principle,

these officers will be educated in the foreign nation's staff college. This is an essential

training for these officers, because it will enable them to understand the procedures

and culture of the other nation better. As a result, the foreign forces will be better

integrated in the other corps. Besides, it require immense staff work to learn to use

each other capabilities most effectively and to learn to deal with each others cultural

differences and sensitivities. Training, training and more training will be essential to

create mature combined units. And lastly, the leadership at all levels will need patience

and stamina.

Battlefield Functions.

The similarities and differences of the battlefield functions in the corps and

divisions of the three allied forces would be a good subject for another thesis. This

study will only highlight the most important challenges of interoperability in these

functions.

Battle Command, Control and Communications. The C2 operating systems of the three

Armies have many similarities; the systems are based upon the same principles. The

staffs are built according to the same (originally French) model with a Commander,

Chief of Staff, coordinating staff groups and special staff groups. The command

estimate process uses basically the same model. However, the U.S. process produces

more formal products than the German's and the Dutch'. An example is the synchroni-

zation matrix. In U.S. staffs, the synchronization matrix is seen as an essential tool to
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synchronize the battlefield operating systems in the close, deep and rear battle. An

other difference is the output of the command estimate process, the operation plans

and orders. U.S. staffs tend to create more detailed, and more voluminous documents.

This could frustrate the C2 process in the German-led corps. The U.S. division will get

less detailed written information to create her plans than they might expect.

A second concern for C2 is language and terminology. In the bi-national corps,

the written communication between division and corps will be in english. This will not

be a problem for either the German or Dutch commanders and staffs. What could

become a problem, is that the terminology, used in the different forces, is not common.

U.S. terminology differs from NATO doctrine: The German and Dutch understanding of

English NATO terms, will be influenced by their different background. Common

understanding of terminology is essential in combined operations. The use of AAP-6,

NATO Glossary of Terms and Defiitions, and clear agreements on the meaning of

terms in the bi-national corps is essential for effective C2.

A last concern is the effectiveness of communication systems. All agree, that

corps and division need effective voice and digital data communication. The U.S. and

Germany work together, with France and Great Britain, to create a 'nterface between

national C2 communication systems."5 Because the Dutch division should be able to

work under the German corps staff, but also in other corps structures, it seems

necessary for the Dutch to join this project. Furthermore, the lessons learned of the

ARRC, yet building a multi-national corps, should be taken into account.

Intelligence. The three national intelligence systems share a well-balanced and high-

tech intelligence system at the division level and below. At the corps level, only the

U.S. intelligence system has organic means to construct a complete template of the

enemy's course of action three days ahead. The Germans planned a deep looking

airborne intelligence system, LAPAS. Because the system is no longer in the plans, the

road seems to be open to join the U.S. with Joint STARS, to fill the intelligence gap.
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Cross-assigning divisions makes it necessary to exchange intelligence informa-

tion from one nation to another. Exchange procedures used to be not very easy. The

MoUs for the corps identify the necessity for exchange of information, but only after the

formal cross-assignment, after TOA by the DPC; the lead corps will be responsible for

integrating divisional resources into the corps intelligence system. This will not work

well, if it is not trained in peacetime. Training is important, as Desert Storm experience

taught, to learn each others intelligence capabilities and limitations, so that unrealistic

expectations of receiving intelligence product are reduced. More liberal sharing of

information, already in peacetime, would build trust and confidence in bi-national corps.

Air Defense. Comparing the air-defense systems of the three corps, learns us the

same ideas as from the fire support systems: air defense, being CS, should not be

kept in reserve, and therefore, continuously train and conduct operations in a multina-

tional environment. Like the fire support C2 system, there is even a greater need for

interoperability of A2C2 systems. The opponent's airframes will not recognize our

boundaries and will rapidly move from one nations AO to another's. Linking these A2C2

systems would give own air defense the necessary warning to be prepared to attack.

For example, the German and Dutch army are working on an interface between their

A2C2 systems, HFlaFOSys (GE) and WGL (NL).

An other concern is the difference in types of systems in the different corps at

corps level. The U.S.-led Corps has organic SHORAD, and high and medium range air

defense, e.g., Hawk and Patriot (HIMAD). The German-led Corps has only SHORAD;

the German-Netherlands Corps will have organic SHORAD, and HIMAD in the corps.

The German-led Corps has to be supported by LANDCENT with HIMAD means.

Electronic Warfare. The EW systems are spread over the corps comparable to the

intelligence systems. All the corps will have excellent means at divisional level; only

the U.S. Corps will have sufficient EW means at corps level. To avoid electronic

fratricide and disruption of friendly operations, combined training is essential.
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Mobility and Survivability. No force will ever have enough engineer support. Therefore,

like other CS, engineer support will never be held in reserve. Engineers are not

dependent on sophisticated electronical C' systems and can easily operate in any

multinational environment. As a result, the 'have's' and the 'have not's' of engineer

support should be shared among the national forces.

The personnel wartime strength, devoted to engineer support varies between the

nations.

Division Corps level

U.S. 1395 881616
U.S. w/spt17  4300 3000
GE 6759 0
NL 2500 -

- Table 4: Engineer support personnel strengths -

After cross-assigning a division, with sufficient engineer support, to the German

corps, the U.S. corps will retain engineer support to operate at the corps level. This is

essential, mostly for mobility operations. Strangely enough, the new organization of the

German corps, does not identify engineers at the corps level. The German-Netherlands

corps will have about 15,000 engineers in its AO. The German-led corps about 17,000

engineers. It seems logic to shift at least 25%-30% of these troops to the corps level. It

would support versatility, if 50% of these troops were organic corps troops. The corps

commander could then easily weigh the effort of engineer support.

Logistics. Logistics might be the biggest challenge of the bi-national corps. According

to Brigadier Richard Obe, the minimum level of standardization in a multinational unit

is, Interoperable equipment, interchangeable combat supplies, and common proce-

dures. Not all equipment will be interoperable yet, not all combat supplies are inter-

changeable yet, nor do NATO forces share common procedures yet. Nevertheless, it is

impuitant not to surrender to the idea that logistics is a national responsibility. Doing

so, the logistical system will never become more efficient. A major purpose of building
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multinational units is to create a greater interdependence between the nation, to

achieve what 35 years of NATO did not achieve: a high degree of interoperability,

standardization and rationalization of the allied forces. This is exactly what is needed, if

NATO wants to play an important role as a crisis management force for the UN or the

CSCE.

The new U.S. doctrine states this well, ... The [U.S.] Army cannot rest on the

notion that logistics is a national responsibility. While that is an accepted principle, the

Army endeavors to streamline multinational efforts towards focused combat power....

The Army is obligated to ensure that the logistics system interfaces with others as

necessary.""

Therefore, the focus of planners should not be seeking for differences in the

logistical systems. They must focus on similarities and opportunities to work together

effectively. There are many opportunities, like transportation services, medical support,

some classes of supply (I, Ill, V, water) and even some maintenance. The Dutch and

German forces have much more common equipment than the German and the U.S.

forces; hence, integration of logistics will be less difficult to achieve in the former

combination. However, the opportunities are there in all three corps to create more

logistical interoperability.

Summary. A comparison of U.S., German and Dutch forces identified many similarities,

as well as many differences. A major difference between the U.S. and the European

forces, is the role of corps level troops. In the U.S. system, corps troops support

divisions and fulfill corps level tasks. In the two European corps, these troops fulfill only

corps level tasks. When cross-assigning a division to an other nations corps, however,

the U.S. corps will support a division with a corps slice. With this slice the U.S. division

is more similar. For example, comparing personnel strenght in the BOS:
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Man CS CSS C2 personnel

U.S. 49% 27% 16% 8% 17,300
U.SJw sptls 26% 34% 32% 8% 33,500
GE 37% 29% 21% 13% 40,000
NL 33% 33% 27% 7% 27,000

- Table 5: Percentage of personnel per BOS in a division -

All divisions of the different countries will be capable to fulfill their operations

effectively. Yet, the divisions do have a different character. The U.S. division's strength

is mobile operations, like attack, or defense in depth. The German division's strength is

defense, especially forward defense in urban or wooded areas. The Dutch division's

strength will be operating in large AOs, e.g., in guard, cover or delay missions.

The interface of divisions with the corps of the other nation will create challenges

for combined operations. Peacetime planning, supplemented with training, CPX and

FTX, will make our corps effective fighting machines.

Section III

External Evaluation

For the last step, this evaluation will return to the first step of the analysis. The

analysis started evaluating the factors affecting the bi-national corps structure. This

external evaluation will make use of the seven measures of effectiveness of the

operational concept, developed by Gary L Guertner. This evaluation will discuss the

bi-national corps as an entity. Starting point is, that internal challenges of interoperab-

ility have been solved by planning and training the force.

Demonstrability. The purpose of the new operational concept, and of the forces in

Central Europe, is to demonstrate NATO's center of gravity, its political cohesion, and

to provide a credible deterrence. Furthermore, the forward present forces should
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demonstrate a purely defensive capability and prevent a reemergence of national

defense policies.

Assuming that forces continue sufficient training, and that the national modern-

ization plans will be executed, the mix of CRF and MDF will form a credible deterrent

for a mechanized conflict in Central Europe. A discussion of deterrence toward other

types of conflict go beyond the purpose of this thesis.

The limited number of forward present, active forces demonstrate a purely

defensive capability, that is necessary to build a climate of confidence and trust in the

European theater. Positioning the forces in depth would support this further. For

example, stationing part of the forward present U.S. forces in the Netherlands, as

suggested in a recent study of the Dutch commission for Atlantic Cooperation, would

not only demonstrate a more defensive capability, it would also help Germany by

sharing the burden of Allied defense.

The corps will demonstrate two major tasks in this new operational environment.

First, they will further enhance and stimulate a further integration of multinational

forces. Second, they will be the mother of CRF units in the corps organization; they

share great responsibility for training, readiness, and support of the highly active and

agile CRF in their organization. This will have a positive emanation toward the other

troops of the corps.

Flexibility. Creating bi-national corps, the units gain versatility by optimal use of the

different characteristics of the divisions and corps troops. Furthermore, it provides the

corps with flexibility through an enhanced deception capability. The opponent will have

problems to identify who he is fighting.

As a result of the cross-assigning of a division to a German corps, the U.S.

corps will lose some flexibility. More corps troops have to be allocated to the divisional

level, before knowing the character of the operations plan. The German-Netherlands

corps will gain flexibility, because more maneuver troops will be available at corps

level.
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Unfortunately, the German-led and German-Netherlands corps lack sufficient CS

at corps level. This will limit the flexibility of the corps commander. For example, the

absence of organic engineer units at the corps level will endanger sustainment

operations and mobility in the corps rear area. Further, it will limit the possibility of the

corps commander to use scarce resources at the place where needed most.

The Main Defense Corps join responsibility for the effectiveness and versatility of

CRF. Versatility will be enhanced by training the CRF for expected missions. To focus

training, a limited number of employment options would be of great help. This study

already discussed the example of an employment option of a Dutch mechanized

brigade in 7. Panzer Division, both part of I.(GE/NL) Corps.

Mobility. Operational mobility will be a problem in preparation for war. With the limited

number of active forces, and the lack of large training areas in Central Europe, it will

be difficult to train for. However, forces must find creative ways to do the essential

training. For example, units can train by conducting long distance movements with

brigades and even larger units from home base to training areas all over Europe.

Training in different countries will enhance the versatility of these units! This training

will be necessary to practice the movement control organizations and prepare engi-

neers for keeping routes open.

The tactical ground mobility is a strong capacity that all the forces possess. The

bi-national corps will have enhanced tactical air mobility: all the corps will have a mix

of 100-190 transport helicopters in their organization. Most of the German and Dutch

helicopters, however, will also support the MND(C) and the ARRC. It is uncertain, if,

when, and in what state, these helicopters will be available for the corps.

Lethality. The lethality of all three corps will be excellent. Modernization programs

created organizations with highly effective weapon systems for a mechanized battle. All

corps will have modem MBTs, IFVs, CFVs and ATFVs. The German-Netherlands

corps will have about 3000 of these fighting vehicles; the U.S.-led corps about 2100
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(2700)2°; the German-led corps will have about 2300. All corps will have anti-tank or

attack helicopters. The U.S.-led corps will have the most, about 160 (210), all with

FLOT crossing capability. The German-led and German-Netherlands corps will have a

mix of about 90 anti-tank and attack helicopters. The attack helicopters will have FLOT

crossing capability. All corps will have 300-360 howitzers and 50-60 MLRS. The U.S.

corps will have additional ATACMS for deep operations. The C,..-,-ans have planned

for artillery with a deep (100+ km) capability.

The U.S.-led corps will have the best capability for deep operations at the corps

level. Not only has the U.S.-led corps many attack helicopters and ATACMS, they also

have a excellent intelligence and EW capability to conduct deep operations at that

level. Conversely, the German-led and German-Netherlands corps will have airborne

and air mobile brigades in their organization to seize deep objectives. At the divisional

level, all forces can conduct deep operations up to about 30 km.

The U.S.-led corps is well built to conduct offensive operations deep into the

opponent's AO. The ACR, aviation brigade and other intelligence resources will give

the corps commander the necessary eyes and ears. The German-led and German-

Netherlands corps have only one cavalry squadron and some special forces at corps

level to provide these eyes and ears. However, in the organization of the GE/NL corps,

there is a brigade available equivalent to the U.S. ACR. The Dutch ACB, part of

1 .(NL)Division, could fulfill this essential role at the corps level. It would not handicap

the fighting capability of the division, because it has organic four brigades, e.g., three

mechanized brigades and the ACB.

Command and Control. The new operational concept asks for a versatile C2 structure.

This could imply the need for interchangeability of divisions between different corps.

This concept seems possible, if it is trained for. Nevertheless, the initial focus on a bi-

national structure will help to enhance the effectiveness of these structures in the

shorter term. In the longer term, training could focus on exchange with other corps as

well.
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The operational concept demands quick and rapid C2, supported by an highly

effective RSTA system. All three cc rps do have the ingredient for this C2 at the

divisional level. At corps level, the U.S.-led corps has better RSTA capabilities than the

other corps. As a result, cross-unit and cross-nation flow of information will be

essential. The concept demands for extensive training to leam each others capabilities

and weaknesses. Sharing JSTARS with German and Dutch corps and divisions, in an

organizational model like AWACS, would enhance the deep intelligence capabilities

and the cohesiveness of the forces. To enhance ground and air space management,

the corps need a communication system that allows rapid cross-nation flow of secure

voice and digital information. Therefore, interfaces of national communication systems

should have the highest priority. To synchronize the battlefield operating systems of all

different national units, an enhance communication system is not enough. To be able

to comprehend information, one should speak the same language. Common terminolo-

gy and harmonized doctrine should be developed, taught in staff colleges and units.

Training is the only way to identify differences in terminology of doctrine; it is the only

way to prepare for crisis and war.

Sustainability. The level of standardization, interoperability, interchangeability will be

highest in the German-Netherlands corps. The Germans and Dutch share the same

tanks, howitzers, MLRS, EW-system, air defense gun systems, jeeps, and bridges. The

Armies decided to work together in some communications projects. In future acquisi-

tion, the Dutch Army will further emphasize cooperation with the German Army. This is

one of the reasons why R highly integrated logistical rrdel will have all ingredients for

success. The Americans and the Germans share less common equipment: howitzers,

MLRS, and the ABC reconnaissance vehicle are examples. However, interchangeab-

ility of supplies is still possible. Double LOC's to the corps rear area should be

prevented, because the theater rear area is already very crowded. To prevent double

effort in the theater rear, the national Armies should work on interoperable, mobile

stocks, supported by further containerization, and extended use of palletized load
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systems. However, to know what the different containers carry, an interoperable

logistical C2/allocation system is necessary.

Affordability. This thesis will not consider affordability. This is a task left to politicians.

Most likely, the multinational corps structure will be more expensive in the short term.

For example, the units need more training, and in the short term it will not be posible to

prevent double LOC's. In the longer term the concept will be cheaper. More important-

ly, by stimulating interoperability in a peacetime environment, our forces will be better

capable for multinational operations in crisis and war!

Summary. This section evaluated the effectiveness of the three bi-national corps using

the seven measures of effectiveness as developed by' Gary L Guertner. The corps

have all the ingredients to become highly effective. They will be able to fulfill all their

tactical missions; as a result, they demonstrate a credible deterrence and the political

cohesion of the alliance. Not all divisions and corps have the same capabilities.

Knowing their capabilities will enable operational planners in the corps staffs and in

LANDCENT to employ these units effectively.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Know your enemy and know your own allies.'
Sun Tzu

One mar support another's course but will never take it so seriously ns it takes
its own.

Carl von Clausewitz

General

This thesis investigated the challenges of three bi-nation.'Al corps of the MDF,

e.g., the U.S.-led U.SJGE Corps, the German-led GE/U.S. Corps and the integrated

GE/NL Corps. This chapter will take note of areas where interoperability problems

might occur, and it will recommend--give into consideration--solutions for some of

these potential weaknesses. Furthermore, this study will identify how the new corps will

best fit into the new operational concept.

There is not such a thing as right and wrong, good or bad, in combined

operations. Different armies do things differently; however, all the armies reach their

own goals and objectives. When making decisions for force development, the leader-

ship of the U.S., German and Netherlands Army were each influenced each by their

own cultural and historical heritage. As a result, they have chosen different solutions to

ameliorate the effectiveness of their forces. That there are differences in matters like

force structure, doctrine, equipment, or training, does not automatically mean that there

are interoperability problems. As long as the differences are recognized, understood,

and respected, and as long as forces plan for it, train for it, and learn from each other,
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the differences might even make combined units more effective than purely national

units.

New Environment

In the next decade, the corps of the MDF will have to change in two different

ways, each way influencing the other. First, they will have to change from national

corps into bi-national corps. Second, they have to adapt and further develop a new,

and fundamentally different concept of operations.

The new operational environment demands two types of forces, CRF and

MDF. The CRF are taylored for crisis management, inside and outside NATO territory;

the MDF--the three corps constitute the bulk of these forces--form the core of the

deterrence and defensive capability for the Central Region. A diminishing and less

clear threat, and, as a result of this, limited resources, cause to use active units of the

corps in a dual role, e.g., as CRF or as MDF. This implicates that CRF units will have

multiple employment options in different force structures. The dual role of active MDF,

that are also CRF, will prevent the units to focussing only on their mission in Central

Europe. They will have to train for all their possible missions, with the most emphasis

on the most likely ones. The concept demands versatility of the units. The new concept

of operations for the Central Region is based on economy of force and the use of

operational level reserves. This concept emphasizes increased mobility, versatility

(flexibility), effective C2, RSTA and a new enhanced form of sustainability.

Combined Corns: a Feasible Concept.

History teaches us that fighting with multi-national corps is a feasible concept,

if planned, trained and organized for interoperability. Ad hoc combined corps, with

limited preparation time before a conflict, will increase the risk for success.
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Fighting with bi-national and multi-national units is not only a feasible concept,

it is an essential concept for the future. It is the only way to create sufficient interopera-

bility between the forces of allies, that will fight in future combined operations, in

alliances and in more ad hoc coalitions. Furthermore, decreasing resources demand

more cooperation and interoperability, because no country will be able to make peace

in the world alone. The peacetime environment in the Central Region will help to create

interoperability between some of the major contributors to future crisis management.

Areas of Concern for Interoperability.

Interoperability problems might occur at the strategic, operational and tactical

level.

Strategic Areas of Concern are the goals and objectives of the different national

components, structure and culture of organization, doctrine, equipment, and training.

Goals and Objectives. The goals and objectives of the different national

forces, that contribute to the MDF, are principally the same. However, some emphasis

is different. All three nations identify the need for the corps to provide an adequate

core of force on which to build necessary warfighting capability; to contribute to the

strategy of deterrence and the promotion of peace; and to permit timely reinforcement

of Europe should there be a reemergence of a significant threat. All three nations also

recognize that some or all of the active units will have to fight in a dual role, e.g., as

MDF and CRF. This dual role employment could hamper the effectiveness of combined

operations for the MDF mission, because the emphasis of training for dual role units

will be on the more likely CRF mission, that might be significantly different as the MDF

mission.
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The different composition of national CRF units in the bi-national corps and

their limited availability for combined, mission-oriented MDF training is a challenge for

the corps to manage.

Structure of Organization. The new operational concept for the Central

Region demands versatility. Organizational flexibility is an important condition for

versatility. Organizational flexibility means that the corps commander can tailor the

missions, AOs, and maneuver and supporting forces to optimally conduct his

operations.

The U.S. and, conversely, German and Netherlands concepts of structuring

the forces are fundamentally different. In the U.S. corps-not a fixed organization--the

core of supporting forces, CS and CSS, are organized at corps level. As a result, the

divisions are lean. The corps commander will support each division with a corps slice,

that will be different for each mission.

The German and Dutch concept emphasize more the independence of divi-

sions and brigades, and a firmer relationship between maneuver and supporting units.

Divisions have their own CS and CSS capabilities. As a result, there is hardly any CS

organized at corps level, and a significant smaller part of the CSS troops than in a U.S.

corps. The German and Dutch corps are less flexible, because the corps commander

cannot tailor the maneuver forces with CS. However, the independence of the units

make them versatile; they can easily shift to another command structure or conduct

independent tasks. Equal organizational concepts will make it easier to train the bi-

national German-Dutch corps.

By cross-assigning a division (with corps slice) to the German corps, the U.S.

corps surrenders part of its organizational flexibility. As a result of different organiza-

tional concepts, the German-U.SJU.S.-German corps will need more training to identify
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the interoperability problems and to learn and appreciate the differences of operational

concepts.

Culture of Organization. Different cultures in the national forces of the corps

might result in different expectations and in misunderstandings. Awareness and

sensitivity toward these cultural differences is essential for long lasting effectiveness of

the bi-national corps. German and Dutch forces have cultures that are closer than the

cultures of German and U.S. forces. Consequently, the former will have fewer obsta-

cles to interoperability. To better understand each other, all three corps will exchange

personnel already in peacetime. Training, however, is for all combined units the

essential tool to learn, to understand, and to appreciate each others cultural peculiar-

ities.

Doctrine. Harmonized doctrine throughout NATO is the ideal aim. It is not

necessary that maneuver doctrine of the different nations is equal. Moreover, one

should not attempt to create equal doctrine, because this would neglect the cultural

differences of the nations. The lower level the integration of forces, the more need

there is for more equal maneuver doctrine. Harmonized maneuver doctrine means that

forces create, through doctrine, interoperabel interfaces between maneuver units of

different nations, as well as between maneuver units, their supporting units, and their

higher headquarters. An updated ATP-35(A), Land Force Tactical Doctrine 2 would help

to harmonize the doctrine of the three nations.

CS needs more equality of doctrine. The doctrine of all three nations identifies,

that CS capacity will not be held in reserve. CS of units that are operational reserves

and CS organized at corps level should support any forward division, if necessary.

Therefore, in all the corps, there is need for cross-nation CS capability. Cross-nation

CS results in the necessity of CS units to operate under control of the other nations CS

C2 system. Common techniques and procedures are essential. Technical limitations,
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like communications, might hamper the ability of cross-nation support as least in the

short term.

There is a tendency in the plans for the bi-national corps to surrender to the

idea that logistics is a natronal responsibility. As long as the interoperability of equip-

ment does not allow fully integrated logistic support, planners should seek for common-

alities, more than for differences. The commonalities allow cross-nation logistic

support, that is essential to streamline multi-national efforts toward focused combat

power. More interoperable equipment, and more interchangeable combat supplies will

help to make the bi-national corps more effective. However, common logistical proce-

dures will allow quick and more active than reactive CSS.

A last major doctrinal concern is the lack of common terminology in the bi-

national corps. All nations should actively respect NATO's operational terms, definitions

and symbols. Where necessary, AAP-6, NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions

should be updated. Because only a few of the U.S. forces work in peacetime in the

NATO AO, the U.S. forces use many non-NATO terms and definitions. However, a

common understanding between all the forces of NATO countries is essential. This will

help alliance warfare in NATO's AO, as well as coalition warfare outside NATO

territory.

Equipment. More interoperability of equipment will help to create more

efficient logistics in the corps. Interoperability has different levels. At least, the supplies

for the same types of equipment must be interchangeable. As much as possible,

weapon systems must be capable of firing each others ammunition, and using each

others fuel. A second level of interoperability is the interchangeability of major compo-

nents and spare parts. A third level is equality of equipment. The last would be the

most efficient, because now CSS units can supply and maintain cross-nation. The level

of interoperability between the German and Dutch forces is higher than between the
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U.S. and German forces. It is also more likely to increase cooperative acquisition

between the European couple, because the economies and defense industries of these

countries are closer related.

Creating more interoperability of equipment starts with common operational

concepts for the future. Army staffs should work closely together to create more

common conceptual plans, initially on a bilateral basis.3 As a result, the requirements

for new equipment will be more equal, which will enable industry of different nations to

work together more closely.

Training. Multi-national units require more training than national units. The

lower the level of integration of forces, the more field training is required. Sufficient

mission oriented training is essential to overcome the lack of interoperability. The corps

commander should be able to influence the training program of units that will be

assigned to him after TOA, so that combined training could be executed under his

guidance; furthermore, he should be able to set training standards, to assure sufficient

excellence of the forces he will command after TOA.

CS units, e.g., artillery, air-defense, and engineers, from different nations

should permanently be acquainted with their tasks in a multi-national environment.

Only by training together sufficiently, they will be prepared to support cross-nation.

Besides, CSS units should also fulfill cross-nation support tasks whenever possible to

learn to understand the probler-,3 of interoperability and to help to evolve common

logistical procedures. CSS units should start to make cross-nation logistic support work

in a bi-national environment, and later' shift to supporting the forces of more nations.

In general, training of corps of the MDF should initially focus on the bi-national

relationship in the corps. Training of CRF should focus on the employment options of

different CRF units, concerning the force structure in which a CRF will fight i-nd

concerning different AOs. The intensity of Ir~ining should be related to the assumed
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probability of these employment options. When the basic interoperability problems are

recognized and solved through this training, the combined units should train for more

versatility. Training with troops of other nations, training with combined forces at lower

level and training in different areas of operation, will make the forces ready for

operations in an uncertain world.

Because some corps units will have both roles, CRF and MDF, the corps

should coordinate conflicting requirements for these tasks. However, before TOA there

is only an advising role for the corps toward foreign units. The personality of the

commander, and frequent visits to the other national units and staffs might be neces-

sary to influence the training of the corps sufficiently.

Training should not only be limited to unit training and exercises. Increased

exchange of students to foreign staff colleges, cooperation of staff colleges in conduct-

ing (simulation) exercises, operational symposia, publishing articles in each others

military magazines, the use of the English language in military magazines, all will help

to create a more international, interdependent and more effective operational environ-

ment.

As a result of priority in training for CRF and the large percentage of reserve

forces in the corps of the MDF, and the fact that peacetime training of the corps

increasingly relies on CPX, the corps will not be able to train sufficiently in peacetime.

Allowed by the increased reaction times, the corps will rely on further preparation

during times of growing threat and during CRF operations. The corps should, of

course, train as much as possible and as effectively as possible during peacetime.

Furthermore, they should prepare for additional combined training during evolving

crisis. To increase the effectiveness of training in peace, crisis and war, a multi-

national lessons learned system would be of great help. Such a system would help

troops to learn from the faults of own troops and of troops of other nations made
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during their training. A model of such a lessons learned system, that could be used

throughout NATO, is the system of Center for Army Lessons Learned of the U.S.

Army.'

Operational Capabilities and Areas of Concern. The bi-national corps will well demon-

strate the cohesiveness of the Alliance. All the corps will be capable of executing their

basic missions in the new operational concept, as guard or covering force, as defend-

ing force, or as counter-attacking force. However, the corps will have different charac-

teristics. For example, the U.S.-led corps will have extended deep operations capabili-

ty; and the German-led and German-Nethedands corps will have a capability to put

brigade-size airborne and airmobile units on the ground to prevent enemy break-

through. By creating bi-national corps, the units gain versatility through optimal use of

the different characteristics of the divisions and corps troops. The lethality and tactical

mobility of all the divisions involved is excellent and will support corps operations well.

Other areas, like operational mobility or operational protection, demand more attention.

Flexibility is essential in uncertain operational environments. Flexibility means

that the corps structure should not be rigid. The LANDCENT commander should be

able to shift divisions assigned to him from one corps to the other. This is well possible

with the more independent German and Dutch divisions, but also with the U.S.

divisions, when a corps slice is added.

A concern is the lack of sufficient CS at the corps level in the German-led and

German-Netherlands Corps. As a result, there is few CS, especially engineer support,

available for operations in the corps rear area; furthermore, the corps commander

lacks the ability to weigh his main effort with CS. There are sufficient CS troops

available within the divisions that could be shifted to the corps level, to increase

flexibility.
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Lastly, flexibility, or better, versatility of a unit is not unlimited. A unit should

not have to many employment options where it has to train for. The German Army

allows a unit only to operate in two different organizations, as (part of) CRF or as part

of MDF. The Dutch plan for multiple employment options for their airmobile brigade. On

the other hand, they did not (yet) identify CRF employment options for the mechanized

brigade or the ACB. Both might prevent the brigade commanders to focussing their

training effort. For example, a mechanized brigade could well be employed in the

7.(GE) Panzer Division, one of the divisions that could be employed in the ARRC.

Mobility. Strategic mobility is a concem for all CRF units. For the Main

Defense Corps the problem will be operational mobility. The new operational environ-

ment demands long, multi-directional movements with large units throughout the AO. In

Europe, long distance movements will always have a multi-national character and need

coordination with different host nations. This will be a challenge for movement control,

for supporting railway, airway, waterway and motorway operators, as well as for

logistical and engineer units. The Main problem might not be the movement of the

units themselves, but the movement of their logistics and stocks. Further containeri-

zation and extended use of palletized loading systems (PLS) could help to solve

mobility problems.

Training for mobility will be difficult in Europe, because the intensity of the

civilian traffic. Long movements of units to training areas all over Europe could help to

maintain and to further build the proficiency of moving the force.

Command and Control. The new operational concept demands a versatile C2

structure that is quick and rapid. It must be supported by a highly effective RSTA

system and enhanced ground and air space management. At division level and below,

all three corps have excellent capabilities. However, technical and procedural inter-

operability should be enhanced to let divisions operate besides each other effectively.6
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At corps level, only the U.S.-led corps has sufficient RSTA capabilities to conduct deep

operations, quick and deep maneuvers and to anticipate future operations well in

advance. Sharing intelligence will be critical and has to be trained in peacetime. The

German-Netherlands Corps could gain deep RSTA capability by organizing the Dutch

ACB as a real cavalry brigade at corps level. Furthermore, joining the JSTARS

program would enhance the RSTA capabilities of German and Dutch units.

Sustainability. To create efficient logistical operations, double LOCs to the

rear areas of the corps should be prevented as much as possible. The high level of

standardization, interoperability and interchangeability between German and Dutch

forces will allow a large percentage of mutual support. Between German and U.S.

forces, this percentage will be lower. Common logistical procedures and a multi-natio-

nally coordinated logistical C2 system, for example consisting of a type of combined

logistics board at theater level should be further developed to prevent double effort.

Tactical Capabilities and Areas of Concern.

The divisions of all three nations will be capable of executing all operational

tasks within the new concept of operational level defense. However, different charac-

teristics of the divisions will give them different capabilities. This different characteris-

tics of divisions will give corps planners a tool for creative tactical planning.

mission U.S. German Netherlands

guard/cover + ++ ++
delay ++ + ++
area defense + ++ +
mobile defense ++ + ++
urban/wooded ops + ++ +
attack/counter atk ++ + +

- Table 6: capabilities national heavy divisions -
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Enhanced technical systems, new coordinated procedures and training, will

help to solve the following tactical C2 concerns. Different input and output in the

command estimate processes of the three nations will increase the need for training

together. Training staffs in peacetime with the use of multi-national intelligence sources

is essential to create an effective corps. There is an increased need for interfaces of

communication systems. First priority must have the secure voice and digital data

communication systems. Furthermore, interface between the fire support C2 systems,

and interface between A2C 2 systems should be established. These technical interfaces

should be rather multi than bi-national to allow more flexibility. Multi-national training of

EW units is essential to avoid electronical fratricide.

Evilogue. Creating the bi-national, and multi-national units is an essential process, but

not an easy one. The process will take a major effort for everyone involved in order for

it to work. However, it is the only way to create an effective alliance/coalition force for

future operations. The combined corps in Europe will create interoperability through

interdependence; a phenomenon NATO has not been able to achieve over the past 40

years!
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APPENDIX A

US CORPS AND DIVISIONAL ORGANIZATION

The US Corps' organization is not fixed. For each contingency Corps will be

adapted to the situation. The.efore, it is difficult to show a reference corps, that could

be used for our evaluation. However this appendix presents an illustrutive corps for an

established theater. This corps is used during the Command and General Staff College

tactical course for the European theater.

Moreover, it depicts the organization of an armored and a mechdnized

division. Lastly, a capabilities matrix gives an overview of the equipment and personnel

strength in the corps. The appendix distinguishes maneuver, CS, CSS and C2 units.

All the data reflect the wartime organization of the units, after activation of

reserve components.

"* Organization corps ............................................ 124

"* Organization armored division .................................... 125

"* Organization mechanized division .................................. 126

"* Capabilities matrix ........................... ................ 127
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APPENDIX B

GERMAN DIVISIONAL AND CORPS ORGANIZATION

The German Corps have a fixed organization. However, the three Corps differ

in the number of divisions attached. The Corps presented in this appendix is an

illustrative Corps for employment as MDF. The terrtorial organization is excluded. The

Corps depicted is conform the Heeresstruktur V (Army Structure no. 5).

Furthermore, the appendix shows the organization of the mechanized division.

Lastly, a capabilities matrix with equipment and personnel strength is added.

All figures reflect the wartime organization of the units, after mobilization of

reserves.

"* Organization corps ............................................ 131

"* Organization mechanized division .................................. 132

"* Capabilities matrix ............................................. 133
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APPENDIX C

NETHERLANDS DIVISION AND CORPS LEVEL ORGANIZATION

The Netherlands will no longer have its own Corps. Therefore, this appendix

depicts the division organization and the Dutch contribution to the GEINL Corps. The

contribution of corps level units is still uvder discussion. The units depicted are

mentioned in the Defense Priorities Review.

The detailed planning of units is not finished yet. Consequently, the figures

showed in the capabilities matrix are tentative. The Dutch Army Staff contributed to the

estimates, but changes are possible, especially in the wartime strength. Decision mak-

ing is expected later this year.

One mechanized brigade will be kept in the wartime organization up to 1998.

If allowed by the security situation at that moment, the brigade could be deleted from

the organization.

The figures depict the wartime organization of the units, after mobilization.

"* Organization contribution to NL/GE Corps ............................ 137

"° Organization mechanized division .................................. 138

"* Capabilities matrix ............................................. 139
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APPENDIX D

US-LED BI-NATIONAL CORPS

The US-led Corps' organization is will consist of two forward present divisions,

e.g., a German mechanized division and an US armored division. In wartime the Corps

can receive additional (US) divisions, depending on the threat assessment.

The data used in the capabilities matrix are derived from appendices A and B.

The US infantry division, that will be assigned to the German II.Corps, will be support-

ed by a corps slice. Arbitrarily, the study used 33% of the corps troops (CS. CSS and

C2) that normally support divisions, for this corps slice. All the data reflect the wartime

organization of the units, after activation of reserve components.
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APPENDIX E

GERMAN-LED BI-NATIONAL CORPS

The German-led Corps' organization will consist of three forward present

divisions, e.g., two German mechanized division and an US infantry division.

The data used in the capabilities matrix are derived from appendices A and B.

The US infantry division, that will be assigned to the Corps, will be supported by a

corps slice. Arbitrarily, the study used 33% of the US corps troops (CS. CSS and C0 )

that normally support divisions, for this corps slice. All the data reflect the wartime

organization of the units, after activation of reserve components.
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APPENDIX F

GERMAN-NETHERLANDS BI-NATIONAL CORPS

The German-Netherlands Corps' organization will consist of three divisions,

e.g., two German mechanized division and a Dutch mechanized division.

The data used in the capabilities matrix are derived from appendices B and C.

All the data reflect the wartime organization of the units, after activation of reserve

components.

* Capabilities m atrix ............................................. 149
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APPENDIX G

GLOSSARY

Assign To place units or personnel in an organization
where such a placement is relatively permanent,
and/or where such organization controls and ad-
ministers the units or personnel for the primary
function, or greater portion of the functions, of the
unit or personnel (AAP-6).

Combined operation An operation conducted by forces of two or more
allied nations acting together for the accomplish-
ment of a single mission (AAP-6).

Cross-assignment Exchange of subordinate units of equal size by
two formations/units; the exchanged units will be
placed under operational control of the receiving
commander after TOA, for a longer period. The
units will have a peacetime planning and tra .i.ng
relationship.

Interchangeability A condition which exists when two or more items
possess such functional and physical characteris-
tics as to be equivalent in performance and dura-
bility, and are capable of being exchanged one for
the other without alteration of the items them-
selves, or of adjoining items, except for adjust-
ment, and without selection for fit and performance
(compatibility)(AAP-6).

Interoperability The ability of systems, units or forces to provide
services to and accept services from other sys-
tems, units or forces and to use the exchanged
services to enable them to operate effectively
together (AAP-6).

Joint operation An operation conducted by forces of two or more
services of the same nation acting together for the
accomplishment of a single mission (AAP-6).
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Operational command The authority granted to a commander to assign
missions or tasks to subordinate commanders, to
deploy units, to re-assign forces and to retain or
delegate operational and/or tactical control as may
be deemed necessary. It does not of itself include
responsibility for administration or logistics. May
also be used to denote the forces assigned to a
commander (ATP-35(A).

Operational control The authority delegated to a commander to direct
forces assigned so that the commander may ac-
complish specific missions or tasks which are
usually limited by function, time, or location; to
deploy units concerned and to retain or assign
tactical control of those units. It does not include
authority to assign separate employment of com-
ponents of the units concerned. Neither does it, of
itself, include administrative or logistic control.

Standardization Within NATO, the process of developing concepts,
doctrines, procedures and designs to achieve and
maintain the most effective levels of compatibility,
interoperability, interchangeability and commonality
in the fields of operations, administration and ma-
terial (AAP-6).

Tactical control The detailed and, usually local, direction and con-
trol of movements or maneuvers necessary to
accomplish missions or tasks assigned.

Transfer of Authority (TOA) The formal transfer of a specified degree of au-
thority over designated forces between a nation
and SACEUR or between any two NATO com-
manders. TOA between nations and SACEUR is
the transfer of OPCOM (which includes OPCON)
or OPCON itself. TOA between NATO command-
ers may be taken as a result of pre-planned ar-
rangements (OPCOM), the need to operate forces
of one commander in the area of another (OP-
CON), contingency operational requirements (OP-
CON), or reallocation of forces by a nation (ACE
Directive 80-20).

Versatility The ability to shift focus, to tailor forces, and to
move from one mission to an other rapidly and
efficiently. It implies a capacity to be multifunc-
tional, to operate across regions throughout a full
range of military e'nerations, and to perform at the
tactical, operational, and strategic levels (FM 100-
5).
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